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Abstract
In this thesis, the use of array processing techniques applied to Single Input
Multiple Output (SIMO) SAR systems with enhanced capabilities is investigated.
In Single Input Single Output (SISO) SAR systems there is a high resolution,
wide swath contradiction, whereby it is not possible to increase both cross-range
resolution and the imaged swath width simultaneously. To overcome this, a
novel beamformer for SAR systems in the cross-range direction is proposed. In
particular, this beamformer is a superresolution beamformer capable of forming
wide nulls using subspace based approaches.
SIMO SAR systems also give rise to additional sets of received data, which
includes geometrical information about the SAR and target environment, and
can be used for enhanced target parameter estimation. In particular, this thesis
looks at round trip delay, joint azimuth and elevation angle, and relative target
power estimation. For round trip delay estimation, the use of the traditional
matched ﬁlter with subspace partitioning is proposed. Then by using a joint
2D Multiple Signal Classiﬁcation (MUSIC) algorithm, joint Direction of Arrival
(DOA) estimation can be achieved. Both the use of range lines of raw SAR
data and the use of a Region of Interest (ROI) of a SAR image are investigated.
However in terms of imaging, MUSIC is not well-suited for SAR, due to its
target response not corresponding to the target’s true power return. Therefore a
joint DOA and target power estimation algorithm is proposed to overcome this
limitation.
These algorithms provide the framework for the development of three processing
techniques. These allow sidelobe suppression in the slant range direction, along
with the reconstruction of undersampled data and region enhancement using
MUSIC with power preservation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [1][2] has all weather capabilities, which gives
it an advantage over optical instruments for remote sensing during the night or
cloudy weather. SAR also has the ability to detect targets hidden below foliage.
An e?ectively long aperture, which would otherwise be impractical to build, is
created due to the SAR’s motion along a ﬂight path during imaging. This allows
the creation of higher resolution images compared to Real Aperture Radar (RAR),
where the radar system is stationary during data collection. Therefore, SAR has
been used in many remote sensing applications including geographic mapping,
ocean surveillance [3][4][5] and Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI)[6], to
name but a few.
With reference to Figure 1.1 consider a SAR system consisting of a single
planar array withN array elements, which are weighted to form a single transmitter
and receiver beam1 moving along a ﬂight path with velocity vs and a chirp pulse
is transmitted every Tr seconds, where Tr is the Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI).
A total of Np chirps are transmitted during the imaging period. The echoes of the
chirps are received at time tp, for p = 1, 2, ..., , Np, and the Cartesian coordinates
of the array elements at these times are given by the matrix r [tp] ? R3×N .
Furthermore, the Cartesian coordinates of a single scatterer, say themth scatterer,
located on the ground within the beam footprint is denoted by the (3× 1) real
1It will be assumed that these direcitonal beams are created using planar arrays, where
beamforming is performed by applying weights to the elements of the array such that the
desired beam is created. However other systems can be used, such as a reﬂector phased array
[7][8]. Also antennas such as a horn antenna can be utilised to form the directional beam.
1
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vector rm as shown in Figure 1.1, where
rm = [rm,x, rm,y, rm,z]
T (1.1a)
= ?m
?
???
cos ?m cos?m
sin ?m cos?m
sin?m
?
??? (1.1b)
with (?m, ?m,?m) being the reference (slant) range2, azimuth and elevation angles
of the mth scatterer with respect to the SAR system at a reference position along
the ﬂight path, assumed to be at (0, 0, 0).
Figure 1.1: Geometry of a SAR system with a single beamformer.
To obtain an idea of the increased resolution capabilities of SAR compared to
2In SAR processing there are the terms ‘slant range’ and ‘ground range’. ‘Slant range’
is deﬁned as the distance between the SAR system, with Cartesian coordinates, r [tp], and a
scatterer on the ground located at rm. Here the reference slant range, ?m, is a slant range at
time tp = 0, i.e. when the reference within the SAR system is located at the origin, (0, 0, 0).
The ’ground range’ is deﬁned as the slant range projected on the ground [1].
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RAR, the slant range and cross-range resolutions are deﬁned as [2]
Slant Range Resolution =
?
???
???
cT
2 sin ?i
, RAR
(and SAR before range compression)
c
2B sin ?i
, SAR (after range compression)
(1.2)
and
Cross Range Resolution =
?
??m
La
, RAR
La
2
, SAR
(1.3)
where La is the length of a planar array with N array elements forming the
transmitter or receiver beam along the x axis and B is the bandwidth of the
transmitted signal, and ?i is the incident angle.
By using representative parameter values of a spaceborne SAR system [1],
? = 0.057m, ?m = 850km, La = 10m with half-wavelength element spacing
and T = 40?s, the cross-range resolution, using Equation 1.3, is 5m. If a RAR
system was used in order to obtain the same cross-range resolution, the length
of the required beamformer would be 9690m, which would be impractical to
physically build. Therefore by moving the radar system along a ﬂight path and
transmitting a signal at intervals determined by the Pulse Repetition Frequency
(PRF), fr = 1Tr , higher resolution images can be obtained
3.
However, with conventional SAR data collection using a single transmitter
and receiver beam there is a trade-o? between resolution and the dimensions
of the imaged area, in particular between cross-range resolution and the swath
width. This is proven in practice with single transmit and receive beamformer
data collection modes, which will be described in Section 2.1.
In order to overcome the contradiction and to provide greater ﬂexibility in
meeting speciﬁc application requirements, di?erent transmitter and receiver conﬁ-
gurations have been proposed in the literature using multiple beamformers, which
can be grouped as:
(a) Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) SAR systems which consist of a single
beamformer at the transmitter and multiple K > 1 receive beamformers,
with each beamformer using an array of N elements. In this thesis it will
be assumed that the transmit beamformer is the reference beamformer of
the SAR system.
(b) Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) SAR systems consisting of multiple
KTx > 1 transmit beamformers, each formed from NTx elements, and
3After image processing algorithms have been applied to focus the received raw data.
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multiple KRx > 1 receive beamformers, each formed from NRx elements,
resulting in a total of
N = KTxNTx +KRxNRx (1.4)
elements in the SAR system
This thesis will concentrate on SIMO SAR systems, which allows the extension
of conventional SAR design using chirp signals and where there are practical
systems currently in use, such as TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X, as well as in
Interferometric SAR systems [9][10][11][12][13]. This is in comparison to MIMO
SAR systems where transmit signal design is required to obtain ‘orthogonal’
signals [14] such that they can be separated at the multiple receive beamformers.
Examples of transmit signals include the use of an up-chirp and down-chirp or
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signals [15]. By using a
virtual array representation, a MIMO system can be reduced to a SIMO system
[16], and therefore techniques and algorithms for SIMO SAR systems can be
adapted to MIMO SAR systems.
Due to the additional received sets of data in these systems, which includes
geometrical information about the SAR system and target environment, enhanced
detection and estimation of imaged targets can also be achieved by applying
superresolution array processing algorithms. By combining SIMO SAR’s ability
to overcome SISO SAR’s wide swath, high resolution contradiction and its ability
for enhanced detection and estimation, the emphasis of this thesis will be for wide
swath imaging and superresolution techniques for target parameter estimation
and target enhancement. One application where this can be applied to is in
Maritime mode, where the imaging of a wide swath is typically required for
maritime surveillance to cover a wide area of the ocean in a single pass. Also
target estimation and enhancement allows for improved target localisation and
identiﬁcation.
1.1 Current State of Array Processing Applied
to SIMO SAR
With SISO SAR there is a wide swath high resolution contradiction, which
can be a limiting factor in trying to meet speciﬁc application requirements.
However, this contradiction can be overcome using multiple receiver systems
such as SIMO and MIMO SAR systems. Of particular interest in this thesis
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is SIMO SAR. There have been an increasing number of proposed SIMO SAR
system conﬁguration concepts [17]. For example for terrain height estimation
and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) formation, the use of a SIMO SAR systems
with two receivers is utilised to form an interferometer [18]. This area of using
two receivers to form an interferometer is Interferometric SAR (InSAR) and is
not limited to terrain applications. For example InSAR, in particular along track
InSAR, has been applied to ocean applications [19][20], allowing ocean surface
velocity estimation [21]. Across-track InSAR can also be utilised [22] and there
exists concepts for systems which combine both methods of along track and across
track interferometry, such as with Wavemill [23][24] using four receivers. Other
geometries of the array formed by the SIMO SAR array have also been proposed,
such as the Interferometric Cartwheel [25][26] for ocean current measurements
and leading to the idea of using a cluster of SARs [27].
In terms of processing, there are many areas in the literature concerning SIMO
SAR systems, which include, but are not limited to:
1. Forming a focused SAR image in the case of a bistatic system, especially if
the platforms are widely separated, resulting in increasing squint.
2. Making use of the SIMO SAR system to meet a wider range of applications,
compared to SISO SAR systems.
3. Making use of the multiple sets of received data for improved performance,
including the detection and estimation of target parameters and enhancement
of the formed images.
where in areas 2 and 3 methods for applying array processing algorithms and
techniques are of interest.
1.1.1 Focusing Bistatic SAR System Data
As SAR is an imaging radar, a focused image is often formed from the received raw
data. Common image formation algorithms include the Range Doppler algorithm
[1] and the Chirp Scaling (CS) algorithm [28] which work well with monostatic
SAR systems with low squint. However in bistatic SAR, there are two factors
that need to be taken into account:
• Firstly there is an increased squint due to the geometry [29], which results
in increased coupling between the signals in the slant range and cross-range
directions, therefore secondary range correction is required to correct the
range histories of the imaged targets.
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• Secondly, processing is usually applied in the frequency domain.
As both the slant range and cross-range directions have to be taken into
account, a mathematical description of the received data in the 2D frequency
domain4 must be available. However, compared to a monostatic SAR case, the
range histories of the imaged targets are no longer a parabola, and is represented
by the sum of two parabolas called the double square-root term, where each
parabola corresponds to the transmitter of the SAR system and the receiver [30].
This complicates the formulation of 2D frequency spectrum in image formation
algorithms. Examples of methods to overcome this problem in the literature
includes Rocca’s Smile [31], Lo?eld’s bistatic formula [32] and the method of
series reversion [33], where a comparison of all three techniques can be found in
[30]. These methods can then be applied to image formation algorithms speciﬁc
for bistatic systems (and also high squint systems). Examples of which can be
found in [34] and in particular the Non-Linear Chirp Scaling algorithm for systems
where either the transmitter or receiver are stationary [35][36] or when both are
moving with di?erent velocities [37] or when using the Range Doppler algorithm
[38]. An image formation algorithm for the case where a wide swath is imaged
using SIMO SAR systems can also be found in [39].
1.1.2 Applications using Beamforming with SIMO SAR
Of particular interest is the use of beamforming to overcome SISO SAR’s wide
swath, high cross-range resolution contradiction. For this, beamforming techniques
in both the elevation and azimuth directions have been considered in the literature
for receive beamforming [40][41] for both side-looking and forward looking SARs
[42]. For the suppression of the undersampled, and therefore ambiguous, returns
[43][44][45] due to the need to decrease fr such that a wide swath can be imaged,
but resulting in fr not meeting the Nyquist sampling frequency, beamforming
on SIMO SAR systems can be used to combine these undersampled signals for
unambiguous reconstruction. Therefore this allows the imaging of a wide swath
without compromising the image resolution and allowing a wider range of SAR
application speciﬁcations to be met. There are also other system conﬁgurations
for SIMO SAR for application design, including Scan-on-receive (SCORE) [46][47],
High Resolution Wide Swath (HRWS) SAR [48][49][50] and the Quad Arrayed
SAR [51], to name but a few, which also address the wide swath, high cross-range
resolution contradiction.
4where the signal samples in both the slant range and cross-range directions are in the
frequency domain.
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1.1.3 Use of Superresolution Techniques on SAR Data
Superresolution array processing algorithms allow enhanced detection and estimation
of targets of interest in arrayed systems, examples includeMultiple Signal Classiﬁcation
(MUSIC) [52] and Estimation of Signal Parameter via Rotational Invariance
Technique (ESPRIT), where in terms of SAR processing, ESPRIT is often used
in Polarimetric Interferometric SAR for phase estimation [53][54]. Of particular
interest is the MUSIC algorithm. However, in general, MUSIC assumes that
the noise subspace is white, and in SAR applications this ’noise’ also includes
clutter. Therefore for cases where the clutter consists of di?used scatterers, for
example in terrain application, MUSIC is not directly suitable without using a QR
decomposition-preprocessor if the aim is SAR imaging. Also the absolute value of
the MUSIC spectrum does not correspond to the target’s true power [55]. As SAR
is an imaging radar, these factors for imaging are inadequate in applications where
the imaged clutter is of interest, such as in terrain applications, and in target
identiﬁcation [56] where the target’s Radar Cross Section (RCS) is of interest.
However, for estimation and detection purposes, MUSIC’s superresolution and
parameter estimation properties are important. For applications using SCORE,
where the receiver beam is steered in elevation, the use of MUSIC allows elevation
angle estimation to aid steering [47]. This can be achieved using the echo returns
of the transmitted chirp signal as they are received. However, in general the use
of a focused image is common, where a summary of superresolution techniques
applied to SAR images is presented in [55] and [57].
1.2 Thesis Scope and Organisation
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the application of array processing techniques
to SIMO SAR systems. A general approach which could beneﬁt from beamforming
and superresolution array processing techniques could be as follows:
1. Firstly the area of interest is imaged. However, for imaging of a wide
swath without a compromise in cross-range resolution, such as in Maritime
surveillance, undersampling by decreasing fr must be employed to meet
speciﬁc requirements. Therefore, K > 1 receive beamformers are required
for the reconstruction of the received undersampled signals in the cross-range
direction.
2. While imaging the area of interest, at every tp, for p = 1, 2, ..., Np, a total
of K sets of data are received. A ’fast’ detection and estimation algorithm
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could be employed to take advantage of the additional sets of data, where
the term ’fast’ is used as estimation is applied without the need for full
image formation.
3. After complete data collection, the raw SAR data is focused to form an
image with options for target detection.
4. By extracting a Region of Interest (ROI), image enhancement can be applied
for improved target detection and identiﬁcation.
However, there are gaps in the literature in applying the above approach
speciﬁcally for SAR applications. The aim of this thesis is to address these gaps
and their practical implementation in the context of points 2 and 3 in Section
1.1.
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows, mathematical models
for both SISO and SIMO SAR systems using array processing notation will
be presented in Chapter 2, which will be used throughout the other chapters
of this thesis. In particular the modelling of the received signals utilises the
manifold vector, which will be a key concept in the chapters thereafter for both
beamforming and target parameter estimation.
In Chapter 3 the wide swath, high resolution contradiction of SISO SAR
systems is addressed using a SIMO SAR system. Here reconstruction of undersam-
pled SAR data using beamforming will be looked at, in particular undersampling
in the cross-range direction. The use of the steering vector beamformer in the
Doppler frequency domain will be given to suppress ambiguous frequencies. Then
a novel beamformer capable of forming wide nulls to suppress a range of ambiguous
frequencies will be proposed for reconstruction of the undersampled data. In
particular this beamformer is a superresolution beamformer using subspace based
approaches.
Following this, in Chapter 4, the use of the K sets of data received by the
K receive beamformers for target parameter estimation will be looked at. In
particular, the use of the traditional matched ﬁlter with subspace partitioning is
proposed for round trip delay estimation using range lines of data, where a range
line at index p is the signal received at time tp after sampling at Fs. Then a 2D
MUSIC algorithm for the joint estimation of the azimuth and elevation angles of
imaged targets using range lines of data is proposed. Afterwards this concept is
extended for the use on a ROI of a focused SAR image, where the ROI contains the
target(s) whose parameters are to be estimated. From an imaging point of view,
this could be used for enhancement of images due to MUSIC’s superresolution
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properties. However, as mentioned before, for target identiﬁcation applications,
MUSIC is not considered suitable. In order to overcome this a joint Direction
of Arrival (DOA) and relative target power estimation technique applied to SAR
data is proposed.
By combining the algorithms given in Chapters 3 and 4, three processing
techniques are proposed in Chapter 5. The ﬁrst will be for sidelobe suppression
in the slant range direction, which will then be combined with the reconstruction
of undersampled data. In order to address the unsuitability of the use of MUSIC
for imaging purposes, a two-step region enhanced algorithm using MUSIC for
joint DOA estimation and relative power will be proposed to produce a target
response whose peak corresponds to the actual relative target power. Finally this
thesis concludes with Chapter 6 with conclusions and further work.
In order to design and evaluate di?erent SISO and SIMO SAR systems, a
suite of tools will be developed with Graphical User Interface (GUI) support.
A summary of the proposed algorithms is presented in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Summary of proposed algorithms (highlighted in red)
The following will be assumed throughout the thesis unless stated otherwise:
1. The centre elements of the K > 1 planar arrays of a SIMO SAR system
forms a Uniform Linear Array (ULA).
2. The SIMO SAR system is on an airborne platform and ’stop and receive’
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data collection occurs5.
3. A side-looking SAR geometry is used.
4. For parameter estimation, the number of imaged bright point targets is
known prior to estimation through the use of detection algorithms. Examples
include the eigenvalue-based algorithms, the Akaike’s Information Criterion
(AIC) and Minimum Description Length (MDL) algorithms [58], as well as
Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) [59], which is often utilised in radar
applications or from a focused image formed from the received raw data.
5. To distinguish between the time a chirp signal is transmitted and the time
when its echo is received: tn, with n = 1, 2, ..., Np will be used to give
the time when a chirp is transmitted and tp, with p = 1, 2, ..., Np will be
used to give the time when echoes are received. Therefore the chirp pulse
transmitted at tn is received at tp.
6. The received signal at tp, with p = 1, 2, ..., Np, is sampled at a sampling
frequency Fs to form L samples and is deﬁned as a range line, where the
number of samples, L, should not be less than K, i.e. L > K must be
satisﬁed.
7. When a focused image is required, the CS algorithm will be used for image
formation, as compared to another popular algorithm, the Range Doppler
algorithm, there is no need for an interpolation in order to perform Range
Cell Migration Correction [60]. These images will be formed by applying
the CS algorithm to simulated raw data formed using designed SAR system
and target parameters. After image formation, the raw data is said to be
focused in the slant range and cross-range directions. In order to analyse the
quality of the formed images after processing, slant range and cross-range
cuts will be made on the iimage, as shown in Figure 1.3, in order to obtain
the Impulse Response Function (IRF) of the imaged target(s). An example
of a slant range and cross-range cut is given in Figure 1.46.
5This is an adequate model to demonstrate the concept of the described algorithms without
the complication of spaceborne geometry and the high level of processing requirements during
simulations.
6Note that the high dB values on the y axis is due to no normalisation in the raw samples
and during the correlation process.
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Figure 1.3: Focused image of raw data from a single receiver beamformer, showing
how a slant range cut and cross-range cut will be used for analysis.
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Figure 1.4: Log cross-range and slant range cuts of the image given in Figure 1.3
taken along the horizontal and vertical red lines respectively.
Chapter 2
Mathematical Modelling of SAR
Systems
In this chapter the mathematical models of the following two SAR systems will
be described
1. Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) SAR systems which consists of a single
beamformer formed from N antenna elements, and is a transmitter which
becomes a receiver after transmission of a chirp signal.
2. Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) SAR systems consisting ofKN antenna
elements forming K > 1 beamformers, where all beamformers are receivers
and the reference beamformer is a transmitter, which becomes a receiver
after transmission of a chirp signal.
2.1 SISO SAR Systems
In this section, the following four common SAR operational modes will be described
for a SISO SAR system:
• Stripmap mode
• ScanSAR mode
• Spotlight mode
• TOPSAR (Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans)
where a SAR system consisting of a single planar array of N array elements
forming a transmit/receive beamformer is assumed. The N array elements are
12
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located on the same platform with Cartesian coordinates described by the matrix
r = [r1, r2, ..., rN ] (2.1a)
=
?
rx, ry, rz
?T
? R3×N (2.1b)
with rx, ry and rz being column vectors containing the x, y and z coordinates of
each element, respectively, and ri ? R3×1 denotes the location of the ith element.
At regular time intervals, the array forms a transmit beamformer that transmits
a pulse of duration T and then switches to become a receive beamformer.
A system model for the general case relating to all four SAR operational
modes is represented in Figure 2.1, whose parameters will be described in detail
for each mode.
2.1.1 Stripmap SAR
A SAR system in stripmap SAR mode travelling with a velocity vs along the x
axis, shown in Figure 2.3, results in the imaging of a strip of the Earth’s surface
parallel to the SAR’s ﬂight path. The SAR transmits a chirp signal m (t) of
duration T seconds every Tr seconds and can be expressed as
m (t) = exp
?
j?
B
T
t2
?
(2.2)
with tn < t < tn + T for n = 1, 2, ..., Np
where B is the chirp bandwidth and T the chirp pulse duration (see Figure 2.2)
with B
T
deﬁning the chirp rate1.
1Throughout this thesis it will be assumed that the chirp rate is positive, i.e. up-chirps are
used.
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Figure 2.2: The real and imaginary parts of a complex chirp signal.
The signal m (t) is transmitted using a transmit beamformer described by
the complex vector wTx, producing a single beam, for which dimensions on the
ground are determined by the array geometry and the design of the weight vector
wTx. Particular beamformer parameters of interest are:
• the two 3dB beamwidths of the main lobe in the ﬂight direction. i.e. the
cross-range direction along the x axis ?cr,3dB and elevation direction ?el,3dB
in degrees [1]:
?cr,3dB = 0.886× 180?
?
La
(2.3)
?el,3dB = 0.886× 180?
?
Ha
(2.4)
where
?
???
???
La = Beamformer length = Nx ?2
Ha = Beamformer height = Ny ?2
? = Wavelength of carrier
• the peak directivity of the beam
peak directivity = 10 log10
?
4?LaHa
?2
?
(2.5)
with Nx being the number of elements along the length of the beamformer and Ny
the number of elements in the height of the beamformer, where half-wavelength
element spacing is assumed.
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Figure 2.3: Stripmap operational mode
As a result, with reference to Figure 2.3, a beam footprint of length Lb along
the cross-range direction on the ground is created illuminating a swath width
of Wg on the ground, which are given by the following approximate expressions
?tp[1][61]:
Lb ? 0.886
?Rc
La
(2.6)
Wg ? 0.886
?Rc
Ha cos (?i)
(2.7)
where
?
????????
????????
?i = Incident angle, ?tp
Rc =
Rf+Rn
2
= Slant range to centre of beam footprint, ?tp
Rf = Far slant range, ?tp
Rn = Near slant range, ?tp
Note that each scatterer within the beam footprint is illuminated for T seconds,
starting at the near range and sweeping out towards the far range. If a chirp
transmitted at tn is received at tp and a total of M scatterers are assumed then
the array received signal x (t) at time tp by all N array elements can then be
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modelled as the (N × 1) vector x (t) given as2
x (t) =
M?
m=1
?
???
?m exp (j2?fd,mtp)
·SRx,mSHTx,mwTx [tn]
·m (t? ?m [tp])
?
???+ n (t) (2.8)
with p = n ? [1, 2, ..., Np] and with the time variable t satisfying
tp ? t ? tp +
2 (Rf ?Rn)
c
+ T (2.9)
where
?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
?m = Complex path gain associated with the
mth scatterer
(?m,?m) = (azimuth, elevation) angle associated
with the mth scatterer with reference to
(0, 0, 0) (see Figure 1.1)
?m [tp] = Round trip delay associated with the
mth scatterer
?m = Slant range between mth scatterer and
(0, 0, 0) (see Figure 1.1)
n (t) = Noise
wTx = (N × 1) weight vector of the N antenna
elements of the single beamformer
forming the transmit beam
fd,m = Doppler frequency shift associated with
the mth scatterer
SRx,m
?
= SRx (r [tp] , ?m,?m, ?m)
= Receiver array manifold vector
associated with the mth scatterer
STx,m
?
= STx (r [tn] , ?m,?m, ?m)
= Transmitter array manifold vector
associated with the mth scatterer.
It is important to note that ?m is a complex number containing the round trip
attenuation from the reference element of the beamformer when the SAR system
is at a reference position along the ﬂight path to the mth scatterer and back,
2The Doppler frequency term is only required in a satellite SAR case where Doppler shifts
are greater than in an airborne case and therefore create a signiﬁcant phase shift. Also this
term is required when ’stop and receive’ data collection is not assumed, i.e. when it cannot be
assumed that the SAR system transmits a chirp and receives its echo when the system is still
in approximately the same location in space.
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as well as various constants related to the mth scatterer, for example scatterer
reﬂectivity.
The (N × 1) complex vectors STx,m and SRx,m are the transmitter and receiver
array manifold vectors associated with the mth scatterer respectively. The array
manifold vector STx,m is given as [62]
STx,m ? STx (r [tn] , ?m,?m, ?m) (2.10a)
= ?am ?R
?a
Tx,m [tn]? exp
?
+j
2?Fc
c
?
?m · 1N ?RTx,m [tn]
??
(2.10b)
with
RTx,m [tn] =
?
?2m · 1N + r2x [tn] + r2y [tn] + r2z [tn]?
?mc
?Fc
rT [tn] k (?m,?m) (2.11)
where ?m is the reference slant range between the SAR system and the mth
scatterer, a denotes the path loss exponent and k (?m,?m) is the wavenumber
vector
k (?m,?m) =
2?Fc
c
[cos (?m) cos (?m) , sin (?m) cos (?m) , sin (?m)]
T (2.12a)
=
2?Fc
c
u (?m,?m) (2.12b)
with u (?m,?m) being a (3× 1) unit vector pointing in the direction (?m,?m) of
the mth scatterer. As it is assumed that the single array is used for both the
transmit and receive beamformers, the transmitter and receiver manifold vectors,
STx,m and SRx,m are related as follows
SRx,m = S
?
Tx,m (2.13)
due to the opposite ﬂow of energy between the transmitter and receiver, where
SRx,m
?
= SRx (r [tp] , ?m,?m, ?m). Note that a single beamformer operates as a
transmitter and becomes a receiver after transmission and all N antenna elements
of the single beamformer are collocated. Also the mth scatterer is in the far ﬁeld
of the beamformer, i.e. ?m is much greater than the array’s real aperture. Under
these assumptions Equation 2.10 reduces to the plane wave propagation manifold
vector expressed as
STx,m = exp
?
+jrT [tn] k (?m,?m)
?
(2.14)
Correspondingly SRx,m, when plane wave propagation occurs, can be expressed
as
SRx,m = S
?
Tx,m (2.15a)
= exp
?
?jrT [tp] k (?m,?m)
?
(2.15b)
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The (N × 1) weight vector wTx is designed such that at each tn a single
transmit beam is produced whose mainlobe points in the direction (?c [tn] ,?c [tn]),
where the centre of the mainlobe has Cartesian coordinates rc [tn] on the ground.
After tNp seconds, a strip on the Earth’s surface is imaged with dimensions deﬁned
by the imaging time, the beam squint and the swath width. With reference to
Figure 2.3, the Cartesian coordinates of the centre of the formed mainlobe on the
ground, rc [tn], change for every tn, with n = 1, 2, ..., Np, however the azimuth
and elevation angles of the formed beam, ?c and ?c respectively, stay constant for
all tn. Therefore wTx can be described as
wTx [tn] = STx (r [tn] , ?c,?c) (2.16)
The received signals at all N elements of the SAR system are then combined
by applying weights such that a single beam is formed whose mainlobe covers the
same area as the transmit beam for all tp
wRx [tp] = SRx (r [tp] , ?c,?c) (2.17)
where the Cartesian coordinates of the centre of the formed mainlobe on the
ground can be assumed to satisfy rc [tp] = rc [tn] for p = n ? [1, 2, ..., Np] .Therefore,
the received signal due to M scatterers at the output of the receive beamformer
can be modelled as
y (t) = wHRx [tp]x (t) (2.18a)
=
M?
m=1
?
???
?m exp (j2?fd,mtp)
·wHRx [tp]SRx,mSHTx,mwTx [tn]
·m (t? ?m [tp])
?
???+ n (t) (2.18b)
2.1.2 ScanSAR
With ScanSAR [63], the mainlobe of the beam is steered at speciﬁc time intervals
such that di?erent subswaths are illuminated periodically as the SAR system
travels along the ﬂight path, as shown in Figure 2.4. In this example two
subswaths are shown. By assuming Nsub subswaths are illuminated, the nth
subswath is illuminated every Tp,n seconds for a period of Tb,n seconds, where
Tp,n is the burst length in seconds corresponding to the nth subswath and Tb,n is
the burst period in seconds corresponding to the nth subswath
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with
?
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
rc,n [tp] = Cartesian coordinates of the centre of
the formed mainlobe on the ground
when the nth subswath is illuminated is
at time tp
Rc,n [tp] = Slant range between the SAR system
at time tp and rc,n [tp] when the n
th
subswath is illuminated
?
?c,n [tp] ,?c,n [tp]
?
= (azimuth, elevation) angle between the
SAR system at time tp and rc,n [tp] when
the nth subswath is illuminated.
Figure 2.4: ScanSAR operational mode.
The signal m (t) is transmitted using a transmit beamformer described by the
complex (N × 1) vector wTx [tn], producing a single beam, as
wTx [tn] = STx
?
r [tn] , ?c,n [tn] ,?c,n [tn]
?
(2.19)
where it has been assumed that the subswaths are illuminated one after the other.
The receive beamformer output can be modelled as
y (t) = wHRx [tp]x (t) (2.20)
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with tp ? t ? tp +
2(Rf?Rn)
c
+ T for p = 1, 2, ..., Np and where
wRx [tp] = SRx
?
r [tp] , ?c,n [tp] ,?c,n [tp]
?
(2.21)
forms a single beamwhose mainlobe covers the same area as the transmit beam for
all tp and therefore rc [tp] = rc [tn]. If Nsub is the number of subswaths, ScanSAR’s
imaging area approximately results in anNsub times larger swath width compared
to that in Stripmap mode. However images formed from the collected raw data
have approximately an Nsub + 1 reduction in the cross-range resolution.
2.1.3 Spotlight SAR
With ScanSAR, the beam of the single beamformer is steered to illuminate
multiple swaths at the expense of a lower cross-range resolution. However, with
Spotlight SAR, the single beam is steered during imaging such that the same area
is constantly illuminated [64], as illustrated in Figure 2.5 with t1 < t2 < ... < tNp .
Figure 2.5: Spotlight operational mode.
The weights of the N elements forming the transmit beam are now designed
such that the location of the centre of the formed mainlobe on the ground, rc,
remains constant for all tn. Therefore the weights required to form the beam
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change with tn, where n = 1, 2, ..., Np, and can be modelled as
wTx [tn] = STx (r [tn] , ?c [tn] ,?c [tn]) . (2.22)
The received signals at all N elements of the SAR system are then combined
by applying weights such that a single beam is formed whose mainlobe covers the
same area as the transmit beam for all tp and therefore rc [tp] = rc [tn]. Thus, at
the receiver, the steering vector beamformer is deﬁned as follows
wRx [tp] = SRx (r [tp] , ?c [tp] ,?c [tp]) (2.23)
and the signal at the output of this beamformer is
y (t) = wHRx [tp]x (t) (2.24)
for tp ? t ? tp +
2(Rf?Rn)
c
+ T with p = 1, 2, ..., Np.
Due to the single beam constantly illuminating the same area, images formed
from the collected data after processing have a higher resolution compared to
images formed from data in Stripmap mode. However there is also a reduction
in the swath coverage.
2.1.4 TOPSAR
With ScanSAR, the transmit and receive beams are steered to illuminate multiple
subswaths along the slant range direction. With TOPSAR [65], the beams are
additionally steered along the cross-range direction, i.e. in the opposite way the
beam is steered in Spotlight SAR, as shown in Figure 2.6. In this example two
subswaths are shown.
With ScanSAR, a wider swath compared to Stripmap SAR can be achieved,
but at the expense of a lower cross-range resolution. With TOPSAR a wide
swath is also illuminated at the expense of reduced cross-range resolution, but
due to the sweeping of the beam along the cross-range direction, the scalloping
e?ect in ScanSAR images is reduced. The scalloping e?ect in ScanSAR is due to
non continuous scanning of a swath on the Earth’s surface. However, TOPSAR’s
additional scanning along the cross-range direction reduces this e?ect.
The signal m (t) is transmitted using a transmit beamformer described by the
complex (N × 1) vector wTx [tn], producing a single beam, with wTx [tn] described
as
wTx [tn] = STx (r [tn] , ?c [tn] ,?c [tn]) (2.25)
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Figure 2.6: TOPSAR operational mode.
where the weights of the N elements forming the transmit beam are now designed
to take into account steering along the cross-range direction and like in ScanSAR,
steering in the slant range direction at deﬁned time intervals.
The receive beamformer output can be modelled as
y (t) = wHRx [tp]x (t) (2.26)
for tp ? t ? tp +
2(Rf?Rn)
c
+ T with p = 1, 2, ..., Np, where wRx [tp] forms a single
beam whose mainlobe covers the same area as the transmit beam for all tp with
p = 1, 2, ..., Np. Thus, at the receiver, the steering vector beamformer is deﬁned
as follows
wRx [tp] = SRx (r [tp] , ?c [tp] ,?c [tp]) (2.27)
2.1.5 Discrete Time Modelling
The received signal x (t) using the array r [tp], with p = 1, 2, ..., Np, is sampled at
a rate of Fs to obtain L snapshots forming an (N × L) matrix X [tp]. This matrix
describes the data received at all N antenna elements at time tp and can be given
as
X [tp] = [x [1, tp] , x [2, tp] , ..., x [L, tp]] (N × L) (2.28)
with x [l, tp] being the lth snapshot of the (N × 1) received signal vector x (t) at
time tp after discretising. Figure 2.7 illustrates the 3D datacube formed by X [tp]
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for p = 1, 2, ..., Np. Furthermore in Figure 2.7, Z [l] is shown, which is an (N ×Np)
matrix describing the data received at the N antenna elements corresponding to
the lth sample of all Np pulses.
Figure 2.7: 3D datacube of the received signals at all N elements of the receiver
beamformer after discretisation.
Weight vectors (i.e. beamformers) w [tp] are then designed and applied to
X [tp] ,?p forming a single output, described by the (L×Np) matrix Y
Y =
?
??????
w [t1]
H
X [t1]
w [t2]
H
X [t2]
...
w
?
tNp
?H
X
?
tNp
?
?
??????
T
(2.29)
In Figure 2.8, where the absolute value of the elements of matrix Y due to a
single scatterer during stripmap data collection is illustrated. It can be seen that
the trajectory of the scatterer changes with each transmitted pulse. Furthermore,
the scatterer is only illuminated for a speciﬁc length of time during data collection
related to the synthetic aperture length, deﬁned as [1]
Lsynth = 0.886
Rc?
La
vs
vg
(2.30)
where vs is the velocity of the SAR platform and vg is the velocity of the beam
on the ground. In airborne platforms, vs ? vg, however in satellite platforms the
di?erence in velocities need to be taken into account.
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Figure 2.8: The received signals after beamforming is applied to all N
array elements of the receiver beamformer after discretising in the direction
perpendicular to the cross-range direction, i.e. the range direction.
By comparing the ScanSAR and Spotlight imaging modes it can be seen that
there is a trade-o? between swath width and resolution. In ScanSAR, a wider
swath width compared to Stripmap data collection is images, but at the expense
of a lower resolution. However, with Spotlight data collection a higher resolution
compared to Stripmap can be achieved, with a narrower swath. One method to
overcome this limitation is the use of multiple beamformers resulting in additional
samples along the synthetic aperture. In order to understand this further, SIMO
SAR systems will be examined, where K > 1 receive beamformers and a single
transmit beamformer are assumed.
2.2 SIMO SAR Systems
So far SAR operational modes have been described for the case where the SAR
system consists of a single planar array, forming a single transmit beamformer
that transmits a chirp signal of duration T every Tr and then becomes a receive
beamformer. In this section, the mathematical modelling of a SISO SAR system
will be extended to SIMO SAR systems, where the number of receive beamformers
will be increased to K (with K > 1), with each beamformer being formed from
N elements.
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2.2.1 SIMO SAR System Mathematical Modelling
Consider a SAR system represented in Figure 2.9, consisting of a single planar
array of N antenna elements forming a transmit beamformer that travels along a
straight path along the x axis. The N elements are located on the same platform
with Cartesian coordinates described by the matrix
rTx =
?
rTx,1, rTx,2, ..., rTx,N
?
(2.31a)
=
?
rTx,x, rTx,y, rTx,z
?T
? R3×N (2.31b)
with rTx,x, rTx,y and rTx,z being (N × 1) column vectors containing the x, y and z
coordin- ates of each transmitter element respectively and rTx,i ? R3×1 denoting
the location of the ith element of the array. Additionally, there are K receive
beamformers that travel along the same ﬂight path as the transmit beamformer,
with each receive beamformer using an array of N elements with geometries
identical to the Tx-array. The N elements of each Rx-array are located on the
same platform, however the K Rx-arrays can either be on separate platforms,
or on the same platform. The total KN elements of the K receive beamformers
have Cartesian coordinates described by the matrix
r = [r1, r2, ..., rK ] ? R3×KN (2.32)
where rk describes the Cartesian coordinates of theN elements of the kth beamformer
and is deﬁned as
rk=
?
rk,x, rk,y, rk,z
?T
? R3×N (2.33)
with rk,x, rk,y and rk,z being column vectors containing the x, y and z coordinates
of each element of the kth beamformer respectively.
An example conﬁguration of a SIMO SAR system in Stripmap operational
mode is illustrated in Figure 2.10 showing the beam footprint of the transmit
beamformer, where it has been assumed that the transmit beamformer switches
to a receive beamformer after transmission of a chirp pulse at tn for n = 1, 2, ..., Np
and becomes one of the K receive beamformers.
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Figure 2.10: An example of a SIMO SAR system.
A chirp pulse m (t), shown in Equation 2.2, is transmitted by the transmit
beamformer, described by the complex (N × 1) vector wTx, producing a single
beam with dimensions given by Equations 2.6 and 2.7. Each scatterer within
this beam footprint is illuminated for T seconds and their echoes are received by
all KN elements of the SIMO SAR system. Assuming there are a total of M
scatterers, the received signal at a particular time tp can then be modelled as the
(KN × 1) vector x (t) given as
x (t) =
M?
m=1
?
???
?m exp (j2?fd,mtp)
·SRx,mSHTx,mwTx [tn]
·m (t? ?m [tp])
?
???+ n (t) (2.34)
with p = n ? [1, 2, ..., Np], where a chirp transmitted at tn is received at tp ?
t ? tp +
2(Rf?Rn)
c
+ T and where the dependency of wTx on tn will depend
on the required operational mode. The transmitter array manifold vector STx,m
associated with themth scatterer is an (N × 1) vector and SRx,m is now a (KN × 1)
complex vector, representing the receiver array manifold vector of the overall KN
element array formed by the K individual arrays.
All KN elements of the system are then weighted such that K beams are
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formed and can be represented by the K columns of the matrix W [tp] given by
W [tp] =
?
??????
w1 [tp] 0N×1 ... 0N×1
0N×1 w2 [tp] ... 0N×1
...
...
. . .
...
0N×1 0N×1 ... wK [tp]
?
??????
(2.35)
where wk [tp] is an (N × 1) vector of the weights of the N elements of the kth
beamformer at time tp. The time dependency on tp is dictated by the required
data collection mode described in Section 2.13.
Due to the assumption that the N antenna elements forming a single beam
are collocated, the round trip delay between the elements and the mth scatterer
can be described by 2Rm[tp]
c
. However, all K groups of N elements may not be
collocated and may be located on di?erent platforms and therefore the round trip
delays will di?er. As a result, it can be described by the (KN × 1) vector ?m [tp]
given as
?m [tp] =
?
?????
RTx,m[tn]+RRx,1,m[tp]
c
· 1N
RTx,m[tn]+RRx,2,m[tp]
c
· 1N
...
RTx,m[tn]+RRx,K,m[tp]
c
· 1N
?
?????
(2.36a)
=
?
?????
2?m+?RTx,m[tn]+?RRx,1,m[tp]
c
· 1N
2?m+?RTx,m[tn]+?RRx,2,m[tp]
c
· 1N
...
2?m+?RTx,m[tn]+?RRx,K,m[tp]
c
· 1N
?
?????
(2.36b)
whereRTx,m [tn] andRRx,k,m [tp] are the slant ranges between the transmit beamformer
and the mth scatterer and the kth receive beamformer and mth scatterer and
?RTx,m [tn] and ?RRx,k,m are the di?erences between RTx,m [tn] and RRx,k,m [tp]
with the reference slant range ?m, for n and p = 1, 2, ..., Np and where a chirp
signal transmitted at time tn is received at time tp.
The output of the K receive beamformers, y (t) ? CK×1 can then be modelled
as
y (t) =
M?
m=1
?
???
?m exp
?
j2?f
d,m
tp
?
?
?
W [tp]
H SRx,m
?
· SHTx,mwTx [tn]
·m (t? ?m [tp])
?
???+ n (t) (2.37)
3In this thesis the simulated imaging mode will be Stripmap.
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where
?
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
W (tp) = (KN ×K) matrix of the weights of the
elements of the K receiver beamformers
f
d,m
= (K × 1) vector of the Doppler frequency
shifts associated with the mth scatterer
and K beamformers.
SRx,m
?
= SRx (r [tp] , ?m,?m, ?m)
= (KN × 1) receiver array manifold
vector associated with the mth scatterer
STx,m
?
= STx (r [tn] , ?m,?m, ?m)
= (N × 1) transmitter array manifold
vector associated with the mth scatterer
with p = n ? [1, 2, ..., Np], where a chirp transmitted at tn is received at tp ? t ?
tp +
2(Rf?Rn)
c
+ T , and where the kth element of y (t) corresponds to the signals
received by the kth receive beamformer.
In the case where all K beamformers are on the same platform and collocated,
planewave propagation can be assumed. However, in the case where all K
beamformers are located on di?erent platforms, the spherical wave propagation
manifold vector should be utilised. However, the elements of the manifold vector
that are on the same platform will have the same range, collapsing to planewave
propagation.
2.2.2 Discrete Time Modelling
The received signals at the KN array elements of the SIMO SAR system are
sampled at a sampling rate of Fs to obtain L samples. A 3D datacube can
then be illustrated as shown in Figure 2.11, where X [tp] is a (KN × L) matrix
describing the data received at all KN elements of the SIMO SAR system and
can be given as
X [tp] = [x [1, tp] , x [2, tp] , ..., x [L, tp]] (2.38)
with x [l, tp] being the lth snapshot of the vector x (t) at time tp. With reference
to Figure 2.11, Z [l] is a (KN ×Np) matrix describing the data received at all
KN antenna elements at a particular sample at l.
Weights are then designed and applied to all KN elements such that K
beamformer outputs are created, giving a 3D datacube with dimensions of (K ×Np × L).
With reference to Figure 2.12, Y [k] is an (L×Np) matrix containing all the
data received by the kth beamformer from all Np transmitted chirp pulses and is
illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.11: 3D datacube of the received signals at all KN elements of the SIMO
SAR system after discretisation.
The matrix X [tp] now has dimensions of (K × L) and describes the data
received by the K beamformers modelled as
X [tp] =
M?
m=1
?
???
?m exp
?
j2?f
d,m
tp
?
?
·diag
?
W [tp]
H ?SRx,m
??
SHTx,mwTx [tn]
·Mm [tp]
?
???+ N [tp] (2.39)
where
Mm [tp] =
?
?????
?
J?m,1[tp]m
?T
?
J?m,2[tp]m
?T
...
?
J?m,K [tp]m
?T
?
?????
(2.40)
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with
?
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?m,k [tp] = Round trip delay associated with the
mth scatterer from the transmitter
beamformer to the kth receiver
beamformer
m = Discretised transmitted chirp pulse of
length T · Fs samples zero padded with
L? ?T · Fs? zeros
J =
?
0TL?1 0
IL?1 0L?1
?
= (L× L) shifting matrix
N [tp] = (K × L) noise matrix
Furthermore, Z [l] is a (K ×Np) matrix describing the data received by the
K beamformers at a particular sample at l. Therefore Z [l] can be seen as a
range sample spacetime snapshot and X [tp] can be seen as a cross-range sample
spacetime snapshot. From Figure 2.8, it was shown that the range histories of a
single scatterer is not constant throughout data collection. This also applies to
all M imaged scatterers. Therefore further processing, i.e. Range Cell Migration
Correction (RCMC) and in some cases also Secondary Range Compression (SRC)
is required on the received signals for straightening of the range history trajectory
[1].
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Figure 2.12: The outputs of the K receiver beamformers after discretisation in
the range direction
Chapter 3
Beamforming in SIMO SAR
Systems
The Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF), fr, of a SAR system plays an important
role in preventing ambiguities in the received signals [61][66]. In particular,
to prevent cross-range ambiguities, the designed fr must be greater than the
Doppler bandwidth BD to prevent aliasing, where the Doppler bandwidth is the
range of Doppler frequencies in the cross-range direction in the antenna footprint.
However, fr cannot be made arbitrarily large, as range ambiguities will occur due
to the returns from di?erent transmitted signals overlapping and being received
within the same time frame 2Tr >
Wg sin ?i
c
. Therefore the following condition
can be made on the choice of fr for a given SAR system to ensure unambiguous
returns are received [67]
BD < fr <
c
2Wg sin ?i
(3.1)
where c is the speed of light, Wg is the swath width and ?i is the incident angle.
For non-zero squint [61]
BD =
2v
?
?
sin
?
?sq +
?
2La
?
? sin
?
?sq ?
?
2La
??
(3.2)
where ?sq is the squint angle. In the case of zero squint, i.e. ?sq = 0 (boresight
direction), BD is given as [43][61]
BD ?
2v
La
?
vs
?cr
(3.3)
where
?
???
???
?cr = Cross-range resolution
La = Length of single beamformer
vs = Velocity of the SAR system
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Using Equation 3.3, Equation 3.1 becomes
vs
?cr
< fr <
c
2Wg sin ?i
(3.4)
thus relating the parameters ?cr, fr andWg. In particular Equation 3.4 indicates
that for a ﬁxed value of fr, an increase in Wg will lead to coarser resolution, and
a decrease inWg will lead to a ﬁner resolution. Therefore, Equation 3.4 indicates
that it is not possible to increase bothWg and the resolution ?cr simultaneously1.
This wide swath, high resolution contradiction can be overcome with the use of
SIMO SAR systems with K > 1 receive beamformers.
In this chapter, beamforming in SIMO SAR systems to overcome the above
contradiction will be investigated. It will be assumed that initial beamforming
has already been applied to the KN antenna elements of the system to form K
receiver beams, whereby each receive beamformer receives data which is undersampled
or ambiguous in the cross-range direction in order to image the required swath
width. The aim is therefore to form the necessary weights to combine these K
sets of data such that a single set of unambiguous data is obtained. Based on
the general signal reconstruction algorithm in [68] and [69], and speciﬁcally for
SAR in [70], in Section 3.1 steering vector beamforming will ﬁrst be utilised in the
Doppler frequency domain, which is equivalent to the reconstruction algorithm in
[70] in the case of a collocated array system. Then inspired by the superresolution
beamformer in [71], the proposed beamformer for the formation of wide nulls
applied in the Doppler frequency domain to suppress the ambiguous returns
will be described in Section 3.2. This chapter concludes in Section 3.3 with
simulation studies of both beamforming techniques combined with the image
formation algorithm of choice, applied on K > 1 sets of simulated SAR data
undersampled in the cross-range direction.
3.1 SIMO SARwith Steering Vector Beamforming
In order to describe the beamforming concepts in the cross-range direction it
will be assumed that the K receive beamformers of the SAR system form a linear
array along the cross-range direction. Due to the use of K beamformers along the
cross-range direction, additional samples along the synthetic aperture during data
collection are obtained. It is also assumed that the single transmit beamformer
transmits a chirp signal every Tr, and that the chirp signal is transmitted a total
1The trade-o? between the swath width and cross-range resolution has a greater importance
in spaceborne SISO SAR systems compared to airborne SAR due to the larger velocities and
smaller incidence angles in the spaceborne case.
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of Np times along the ﬂight path. Therefore, due to the use of a SIMO SAR
system with a single transmit and K receive beamformers, where K received
sets of signals for every transmitted chirp are received, there will be a total of
KNp samples in the cross-range direction compared to only Np samples in the
case when a SISO SAR system is used. The e?ective positions of these samples
are determined by half the separation between the single transmit and K receive
beamformers and therefore, depending on the locations of the beamformers in
space, the distance between each sample will change. Three main cases can be
considered. These are when:
(a) The beamformers are located su?ciently close to each other such that each
receive beamformer receives the echoes from the same transmitted chirp
signal at approximately the same times, which will usually occur when the
beamformers are located on the same platform. Also the distance between
the centre array element of each beamformer satisﬁes [43]
?x =
2v
K · fr (3.5)
where vs is the velocity of the SAR system. This results in the distance
between the total KNp samples in the cross-range direction to be uniform
and therefore uniform sampling occurs.
(b) The beamformers are located su?ciently close to each other, as in case
(a) above, but here Equation 3.5 is not met, thus resulting in nonuniform
sampling.
(c) The beamformers are widely located forming a sparse array, resulting in all
receive beamformers receiving the echoes from the same transmitted chirp
signal at signiﬁcantly di?erent times and the range histories of the imaged
scatterers in the received data to be di?erent between beamformers.
Due to these additional samples, additional beamforming compared to SISO
SAR systems can be applied. This allows a wider range of application speciﬁcations
to be met by allowing Equation 3.1 to be rewritten for a SIMO SAR system as
BD < Kfr <
c
2Wg sin ?i
(3.6)
where it can be seen that compared to a SISO SAR system
• in a SIMO SAR system, fr can be decreased K times while still satisfying
the condition and therefore allowing a wider swath width to be imaged
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• in a SIMO SAR system for the same value of fr, a larger Doppler bandwidth
can be used while still satisfying the condition. As a result from Equation
3.3 it can be seen that the cross-range resolution will be improved.
If fr is decreased such that it does not satisfy Equation 3.1, undersampling
will occur, resulting in cross-range ambiguities. However, if K beamformers are
used in the cross-range direction and satisfy Equation 3.5, uniform sampling
occurs and the received signals at the K beamformers can be simply interleaved
resulting in an e?ective higher Pulse Repetition Frequency of Kfr, thus reducing
cross-range ambiguities. However satisfying Equation 3.5 imposes less ﬂexibility
in the locations of theK beamformers. If there is non-uniform sampling along the
cross-range direction additional processing needs to be applied to suppress ambig-
uous returns and then to combine the processed signals. It is also assumed that
beamforming has already been applied to the KN elements of the SAR system
to form K beams.
A technique given in [70] allows the combination of these signals and has
been applied to both airborne [72] and spaceborne [73] SIMO SAR systems.
As mentioned in [43], this technique is equivalent to null-steering in the case
of K collocated beamformers. As each beamformer receives a section of the
Doppler bandwidth, the technique allows reconstruction of the complete Doppler
bandwidth from the aliased subsampled K received signals, as well as suppression
of the aliased frequency components. For this, weighting coe?cients are applied
to the signals at each receive beamformer.
This can be achieved by forming a manifold vector for each return from
ambiguous azimuth angles, ?amb. However, in the cross-range direction it is
the spectrum of the received signals that are aliased due to undersampling and
therefore suppression of these ambiguities, spread across a frequency range, needs
to be performed. Doppler frequency is related to squint angle ?sq, which in turn is
related to the azimuth and elevation angles ? and ?, allowing Doppler frequency
to be given as
fd =
2v
?
sin (?sq) (3.7a)
=
2v
?
cos (?) cos (?) (3.7b)
where the Doppler frequency is the frequency along the cross-range direction.
As it is assumed that the K receive beamformers form a linear array along the
positive x axis, the wavenumber vector k (?,?) can be reduced to a scalar and
written in terms of fd, allowing the manifold vector S (?,?) to be written in terms
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of Doppler frequency to give
S (fd) =
?
?????
?????
exp
?
?j ?
v
rx [0] fd
?
for plane wave propagation
?ac (fd)?R
?a (fd)? exp
?
?j 2?? (?c (fd) · 1K ?R (fd))
?
for spherical wave propagation
(3.8)
where rx [0] is a (K × 1) vector of the x coordinates of the centre element of the
K beamformers in the system at time tp = 0 and ?c is the slant range to the
centre of the beam footprint and
R (fd) =
?
?2c (fd) · 1K + r2x [0]?
?c (fd)?
vs
rx [0] fd (3.9)
By forming a manifold vector for each Doppler frequency in the range [43]
fd,k =
??
?
K
2
+ k ? 1
?
fr,
?
?
K
2
+ k
?
fr
?
(3.10)
for k = 1, 2, ..., K, where fd,k gives the range of Doppler frequencies within the
kth subband, the matrix S (fd) is formed
S (fd) = [S (fd,1) , S (fd,2) , ..., S (fd,K)] (3.11)
where the kth column of S (fd), S (fd,k), is the manifold vector corresponding to
the K beamformers for the kth frequency range. From S (fd) a weight matrix W
can be formed from
W (fd) = S
?1 (fd) (3.12a)
= [w1 (fd) , w2 (fd) , ..., wK (fd)]
T (3.12b)
such that the vector wk is a (K × 1) weight vector which recovers the Doppler
frequencies within the Doppler frequency range fd,k while suppressing the frequencies
within the other K ? 1 frequency ranges. The kth row of W is then applied
to the received signals at the kth receive beamformer in the Doppler domain2
for suppression of the ambiguous Doppler frequencies resulting in K sets of
unambiguous data for each Doppler frequency range, which are combined to form
a single set of data for each Doppler frequency range. In order to obtain the full
Doppler spectrum, each Doppler frequency range is concatenated resulting in
unambiguous data in the cross-range direction.
2A Fourier transform on the received signals along the cross-range direction transforms the
signals into the Doppler domain.
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By representing the weights for all fd, the matrixWk is deﬁned as the weights
applied to recover the kth subband for all fd within the subband
Wk =
?
??????
wk (fd,1) 0K×1 · · · 0K×1
0K×1 wk (fd,2) · · · 0K×1
...
...
. . .
...
0K×1 0K×1 · · · wk
?
fd,Np
?
?
??????
(3.13)
and the reconstructed data can be given as
Yrecon (fd) =
?
??????
WT1 ·
?
??????
X [fd,1]
X [fd,2]
...
X
?
fd,Np
?
?
??????
,WT2 ·
?
??????
X [fd,1]
X [fd,2]
...
X
?
fd,Np
?
?
??????
, ...,WTK ·
?
??????
X [fd,1]
X [fd,2]
...
X
?
fd,Np
?
?
??????
?
??????
T
(3.14)
So far it has been assumed that the K beamformers are collocated, however
in the case when the K beamformers are sparsely located, the extra phase terms
given in Appendix 3A may be required to take into account the separation
between the transmit beamformer and receive beamformers. Also, an array of
sparsely located K beamformers may result in signiﬁcant di?erences between
the range histories of the imaged targets between the signals received by the
beamformers. This is discussed in the next section.
3.2 SIMO SAR with SuperresolutionWide Null
Beamforming
In Section 3.1, the use of steering vector beamforming for the suppression of
the ambiguous Doppler frequencies was described, where weights were designed
and applied to each Doppler frequency at a time. However, by considering the
full Doppler frequency range in the reconstructed data from ?Kfr
2
to +Kfr
2
,
with reference to Figure 3.1, it can be noticed that rather than suppressing the
ambiguous Doppler frequencies one at a time, ranges of frequencies could be
suppressed if a wide null was applied over these frequencies. In this case, at most
only two wide nulls need to be formed at a time, for K > 2, to suppress the range
of Doppler frequencies on either side of the desired subband. For K = 2 at most
only one wide null is required.
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Figure 3.1: Representation of suppression of subbands, where the blue subbands
are desired.
In this section, a superresolution beamformer capable of forming wide nulls
using subspace based approaches [71] for ambiguity suppression in SIMO SAR
systems is proposed. Due to the use of an array of K planar arrays, the proposed
superresolution beamformer can be applied
1. to the individual elements of the planar arrays of the system, where an
(N × 1) weight vector is formed for beampattern design
2. after initial beamforming has been applied such that from the total KN
elements of the system, K receiver beams and therefore K sets of data are
produced at the output of the receivers. Here a (K × 1) weight vector is
formed which allows the combination of the K sets of received data.
In this thesis application 2 in the above list will be investigated, where the aim
is ambiguity suppression on K sets of ambiguous SAR data to form a single set
of unambiguous data. Here the received ambiguous data is a result of imaging a
swath width with dimensions such that fr has to be decreased to the extent that
undersampling occurs in the cross-range direction.
Consider a SIMO SAR system consisting of K planar arrays, each with N
elements, forming an array of K receive beamformers that travel along a straight
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path in the cross-range direction along the x axis. The reference beamformer of
the array is also a transmitter that transmits a pulse signal of duration T and
then switches to become a receive beamformer. It is assumed that the K planar
arrays form a linear array, where the Doppler bandwidth of the received signals
is up to K times larger than fr. As a result, Equation 3.1 is not satisﬁed and the
signals received after beamforming at the output of the K receive beamformers
is undersampled in the cross-range direction and aliasing occurs. The aim is to
suppress these aliases, which correspond to ambiguous Doppler frequencies and
produce a single unaliased output.
It will be assumed that beamforming has already been performed on the KN
elements of the SIMO SAR system to form an array of K beams and therefore
K sets of received data, given by Z1, Z2,..., ZK . Due to the suppression of
ambiguous Doppler frequencies, the K sets of SAR data are ﬁrst transformed
into the range-Doppler domain by performing a Fourier transform across each
row of Z1, Z2,..., ZK . By having K sets of SAR data, a K times larger Doppler
bandwidth, BD, can potentially be used that satisﬁes BD < K · fr. Therefore the
SAR data can be seen as having K subbands each with a bandwidth fr, whose
frequency range is given by Equation 3.10. By identifying the ambiguous Doppler
frequencies from Equation 3.10, where for the kth receiver’s data the ambiguous
Doppler frequency ranges for all fd,i for i ?= k, with k = 1, 2, ..., K, wide nulls in
the array pattern can be formed to suppress these range of frequencies to a level
smaller than or equal to a deﬁned threshold ? in dBs. By ﬁrst considering the
formation of a single wide null in the array pattern, the manifold vector SI,b (fd)
is used to form the (K ×K) matrix QI for the ambiguous Doppler frequency
range fd,I , calculated as
QI =
?
SI,b (fd)S
H
I,b (fd) dfd,I (3.15)
where SI,b (fd) is formed using Equation 3.8.
By forming the complement projection, P?
EI
, of the (K × ? I) matrix
EI =
?
EI,1, EI,2, ..., EI,?I
?
(3.16)
where EI,j is the j
th eigenvector of QI
P?
EI
= IK ?
?
EI
?
EHI EI
??1
EHI
?
(3.17)
a (K × 1) weight vector can be formed such that a wide null is formed over
the Doppler frequency range fd,I , by performing P?EISd (fd), where Sd (fd) is the
manifold vector at the desired Doppler frequency. The desired Doppler frequency
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is assumed to be at the centre of the desired subband, and for the kth beamformer
is calculated as
fd,c =
?
?
K
2
+ k ?
1
2
?
fr (3.18)
? I is chosen such that the condition
K?
k=?I+1
?I,k ? ? (3.19)
is satisﬁed, where ?I,k is the kth eigenvalue of QI .
A (K × 1) weight vector can then be formed for the general case, where Mb
wide nulls are to be formed, by extending the matrix SI to
SI = [EI,1,EI,2, ...,EI,Mb ] (3.20)
on which the complement projection P?
SI
is formed to give, when normalised
w =
P?
SI
· Sd?
SHd · P?SI · Sd
(3.21)
With reference to Figure 3.1, Mb is either 1 or 2.
By calculating w for all K subbands and then deﬁning wk to be a (K × 1)
vector, where the desired subband is k and wide nulls are formed in all other
subbands, the reconstructed data can be given as
Yrecon=
??
INp?w1
?T · Xconcat,
?
INp ? w2
?T · Xconcat, ...,
?
INp ? wK
?T · Xconcat
?T
(3.22)
where
Xconcat =
?
??????
X [1]
X [2]
...
X [Np]
?
??????
(3.23)
where X [np] is in the data at the nthp range line in the range Doppler domain.
As mentioned before in the case when theK beamformers are sparsely located,
the extra phase terms given in Appendix 3A may be required to take into account
the separation between the transmit beamformer and receive beamformers. In
the case of K = 2, the extra phase terms can be added to the calculated weights
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as follows
W =
?
??????
1
exp
?
??j?
(rx,1[0])
2
2?Ro
?
?
0
0 1
exp
?
??j?
(rx,2[0])
2
2?Ro
?
?
?
??????
[w1, w2] (3.24a)
=
?
?
exp
?
+j? (rx,1[0])
2
2?Ro
?
0
0 exp
?
+j? (rx,2[0])
2
2?Ro
?
?
? [w1,w2] (3.24b)
where Ro is the slant range of closest approach.
Also, due to increased distance between the beamformers, the range history
of a single scatterer can no longer be assumed approximately equal at all K
beamformers. Therefore this di?erence in range history between beamformers
needs to be compensated. In order to compensate for this a range shift must be
applied before the superresolution beamformer to ensure that the range history of
the imaged scatterers are approximately similar in all K sets of data. From [43],
a shift related to distances between each receive beamformer and a reference slant
range can be applied. By assuming the centre element of the ﬁrst beamformer of
the array of K beamformers is the reference, the required shift required for the
kth beamformer can be applied using
F?1col
?
Fcol (Yk)? exp
?
?j2? ·
?
f
sr
· 1TNp×1 ??Rk ??Rk
???
(3.25)
where
?Rk =
?
Rk [t1] , Rk [t2] , ..., Rk
?
tNp
??
?
?
R1 [t1] , R1 [t2] , ..., R1
?
tNp
??
(3.26)
with
?
??????????????????
??????????????????
Fcol (A) = Fourier transform performed down each
column of matrix A
F?1col (A) = Inverse Fourier transform performed down
each column of matrix A
f
sr
= (L× 1) vector of indices of the frequencies in
the slant range direction
Rk [tp] = (L× 1) vector of indices of the slant ranges
and the centre element of the kth beamformer
at time tp.
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Algorithm Summary
1. Apply the image formation algorithm of choice up to and including range
compression on to the K sets of data: Y [1], Y [2] , ...,Y [K], which when
stacked to form a (K × L×Np) datacube, allows the (K × L) matrix X [fd]
to be extracted for all Doppler frequencies, where X [fd] is X [tp] is in the
Doppler frequency domain.
2. Ensure that the processed sets of data are in the range-Doppler domain. In
the case where a sparse array of K beamformers is used, apply additional
compensation to ensure that the range histories of the same target between
the K sets of received data are approximately equal using Equation 3.25.
3. Identify the range of frequencies within all K subbands using Equation 3.10
4. If using the steering vector beamformer
(a) Form a manifold vector for each Doppler frequency subband using
Equation 3.8.
(b) Form the weight matrix Wk, for all fd within the kth subband, for
k = 1, 2, ..., K, using Equation 3.13.
(c) If required, apply the extra phase terms to take into account sparse
arrays using Equation 3.24.
(d) Apply the calculated weights, Wk, to X [fd] for all fd within the kth
subband, for k = 1, 2, ..., K, and concatenate using Equation 3.14 to
form the reconstructed data.
5. If using the superresolution wide null beamformer
(a) Identify the centre Doppler frequency of allK subbands using Equation
3.10, and for the desired subband form the manifold vector, Sd (fd)
for the desired Doppler frequency, which is assumed to be the centre
Doppler frequency of the desired band.
(b) For the formation of a wide null, identify the ambiguous Doppler
frequencies to be suppressed, where for the kth receiver’s data, the
ambiguous Doppler frequency ranges are calculated from Equation
3.10 for i ?= k. Form the (K × 1) manifold vector SI,b (fd) for each
wide null and ﬁnd the ? I most signiﬁcant eigenvalues, EI,b, from the
matrix QI using Equation 3.15 and form the matrix SI using Equation
3.20.
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(c) Form the (K × 1) weight vector wk, for k = 1, 2, ..., K using Equation
3.21 and if required, apply the extra phase terms to take into account
sparse arrays using Equation 3.24.
(d) Apply the calculated weights, w1, w2,..., wK , to Xconcat formed using
Equation 3.23, to obtain the reconstructed data using Equation 3.22.
6. Continue with any further steps in the image formation algorithm of choice
from range compression onwards to form a single focused image with reduced
cross-range ambiguities.
3.3 Simulation Studies
In this section, the performance of the proposed superresolution beamformer
will be analysed for a collocated array of K beamformers and a sparse array
of K beamformers. In both cases the simulated K sets of received data will
be undersampled by a factor of ? K. The aim is to apply the superresolution
beamformer for the combination of the K sets of ambiguous data to form a
single set of unambiguous data. The superresolution beamformer is integrated
into the Chirp Scaling Algorithm to form a focused image from the unambiguous
data. The following imaging geometry parameters are used in both simulation
environments3.
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters for undersampling reconstruction.
h Altitude 10.0 km
B Bandwidth 100.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.4 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwith 433.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 34.2 km
Lsyn Synthetic aperture length 954.0 m
Rn Near slant range 25.6 km
Vs Platform velocity 250.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 300.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 120.0 MHz
?i,min Minimum incident angle 67.0 o
?i,max Maximum incident angle 73.0 o
3The designed parameters were chosen with a trade-o? between simulation time and actual
airborne SAR imaging geometry parameters.
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3.3.1 Simulation Environment 1: Collocated Array of K
Beamformers
A collocated array of K beamformers is designed such that it can be assumed
that the range histories of the Md imaged targets of interest are approximately
equal between the K sets of received data. The following target parameters are
used
Table 3.2: Imaged target parameters and image sample locations.
Target 1
rm,x (m) 300.00
?m (m) 25704.00
?m (o) 22.89
?m (o) 88.12
In image from undersampled data
Expected slant range image sample 81.00
Expected cross-range image sample 361.00
In image from reconstructed data
Expected slant range image sample 81.00
Expected cross-range image sample 722.00
The performance of the steering vector beamformer and proposed beamformer
with wide nulls, applied to theK = 2 sets of undersampled data, will be compared
and analysed, where K = 2 has been chosen as this is a common SIMO SAR
system conﬁguration and examples of the application of beamforming for the
suppression of cross-range ambiguities in existing systems are available [72][73].
The beamformers will be incorporated into the Chirp Scaling Algorithm for
focusing of the raw data (uncompressed) in both the slant range and cross range
directions, from which cuts at a speciﬁc slant range sample number, i.e. range
gate corresponding to the target will be extracted in order to analyse the resulting
Impulse Response Functions (IRF) of the imaged target(s).
The location of a particular target in the image space of the focused image can
be estimated from the prescribed target locations used for raw data simulation. As
undersampled raw data is used, it is important to know the location of ambiguous
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returns of a particular target in the image space. These locations are related to
the PRF time given as [1]
?Tr ?
cRm (tp) fr
2FcV 2s cos
2 (?sq,m)
(3.27)
Due to the sampling in the cross range direction by fr, the ambiguous returns
will occur at samples which are integer multiples of fr?Tr to the left and right
of the actual target response.
Figure 3.2 is a slant range cut of the focused image of the undersampled raw
data received at beamformer 1 and it can be seen that although a single target
was imaged, there are two distinct peaks, where one corresponds to the actual
target response, and the other is its ambiguous replica. The ratio of the actual
target response and its ambiguous replica (peak-to-ambiguity ratio) is 15.4dB,
which is below the usual required 30dB.
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Figure 3.2: Log slant range cut of image from undersampled received data.
By applying the steering vector beamformer on theK = 2 sets of undersampled
data, the weights are designed to suppress the ambiguous Doppler frequencies and
combine theK sets of data. The result of a log slant range cut of the reconstructed
image using the steering vector beamformer is shown in Figure 3.3. Although the
ambiguous replica is still present, its response has been suppressed resulting in
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a peak-to-ambiguity ratio of 25.4dB, which is an improvement from the original
15.4dB. However, this is still below the usual required 30dB.
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Figure 3.3: Log slant range cut of reconstructed image using steering vector
beamformer.
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Next the proposed beamformer is applied to the K = 2 sets of undersampled
data resulting in Figure 3.4. Here the peak-to-ambiguity ratio is 33.8dB, which
is an improvement when the steering vector beamformer is used and is above the
usual required 30dB.
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Figure 3.4: Log slant range cut of reconstructed image using proposed
beamformer.
There is also an improvement in the 3dB of the target’s IRF in both cases of
the steering vector beamformer and proposed beamformer. From the undersampled
data, the 3dB width is 1.30m, which is improved to 0.32mwhen the steering vector
beamformer is used. When the proposed beamformer is used, the 3dB width is
0.35m and therefore slight widening occurs, however, the peak-to-ambiguity ratio
is improved compared to when the steering vector beamformer is used.
3.3.2 Simulation Environment 2: Sparse Array ofK Beamformers
A sparse array of K beamformers is designed such that it can no longer be
assumed that the range histories of theMd imaged targets of interest are approximately
equal between theK sets of received data. The same SAR parameters in Simulation
Environment 1 are used, given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, but with a beamformer
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separation of 40m as an example, and only the proposed beamformer is used for
reconstruction.
Figure 3.5 shows the formed images from the undersampled data at receive
beamformer 1 and 2. It can be seen that although they both image the same
target, the target position in the image space di?ers. This di?erence can be seen
after reconstruction, as shown in Figure 3.6, where the actual target return is
represented by two peaks.
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Figure 3.5: Focused images of undersampled data from receiver beamformer 1
and 2.
By shifting the raw data at the receive beamformers to a reference, assumed
here to be the range history of the target at beamformer 1, the target range
histories in both sets of undersampled data are corrected, resulting in a single
target response peak in the image formed from the reconstructed data, as shown
in Figure 3.7, where the actual target response is zoomed in to show that there
is now only a single target response peak.
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Figure 3.6: Log slant range cut of reconstructed image using proposed
beamformer without shift correction, where K = 2 with 40m separation.
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Figure 3.7: Log slant range cut of reconstructed image using proposed
beamformer with shift correction, where K = 2 with 40m separation.
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3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, a superresolution beamformer using subspace techniques capable
of forming wide nulls was proposed for SIMO SAR systems. The formation of
wide nulls allows the formation or reconstruction of a single set of (L×Np)
unambiguous data from K sets of (L×Np) ambiguous data by processing in
the range-Doppler domain. To achieve this, the manifold vector is written in
terms of Doppler frequency by noticing that azimuth and elevation angles are
related to Doppler frequency. Compared with the use of the steering vector
beamformer for ambiguity suppression in the Doppler frequency domain, the
formation of wide nulls allows suppression of adjacent subbands using a single
(K × 1) vector, compared to the steering vector beamformer where (K × 1)
weights are required to be calculated for every Doppler frequency within the
subbands to be suppressed. As mentioned in [43], the use of the steering vector
beamformer is equivalent to the algorithm proposed in [70] in the case when a
collocated array of K beamformers are used. This extra phase term related to
the distances between each beamformer can be incorporated into the proposed
superresolution beamformer with an extra matrix multiplication.
Simulation studies show that compared to the steering vector beamformer,
the use of the superresolution beamformer increases the peak-to-ambiguity ratio.
However, this is at the expense of slight widening of the 3dB width of the target
response. In the case when a sparse array of K beamformers is used, it can
be seen that the di?erence in range histories of the same imaged target di?ers
in the received data at each beamformer, which a?ects the performance of the
reconstruction algorithm. Therefore additional range shifts must ﬁrst be applied.
Appendix 3A: Proof of Reconstruction Technique
With reference to Figure 3.8, the aim is to ﬁnd the (Np × 1) reconstruction ﬁlters,
p
k,m
for all receive beamformers k = 1, 2, ..., K and subbands m = 1, 2, ..., K4
[43][68]. In order to achieve this, the error between the output signal of the
system ?y
l
and the input signal y
l
must be minimised
???y
l
? ?y
l
???
2
= 0 (3.28)
4The number of frequency bins in the Doppler frequency domain is assumed equal to the
number of time samples Np, however these values may be di?erent if Np is changed to radix-2
for faster Doppler frequency computation during image formation.
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By ﬁrst deﬁning the (Np × 1) vector yl to be the transpose of the lth row of Y
in the Doppler frequency domain, where Y is the received signal at N elements
of a planar array after beamforming has been applied to form a single output
which is then sampled at Fs to form L samples. Therefore yl represents the
signal at the lth range gate in the Doppler frequency domain. It is assumed that
Y is sampled in the cross-range direction at a designed PRF, fr,eff , such that
no undersampling occurs and therefore the Doppler bandwidth Bd satisﬁes the
condition |Bd| ? fr,eff2 .
It can be seen from Figure 3.8 that ?y
l
can be represented as
?y
l
=
K?
k=1
K?
m=1
y
l
[fd ? fo,m]? hk [fd ? fo,m]? pk,m (3.29)
where y
l
is multiplied with hk for all k = 1, 2, ..., K, resulting in the representation
of a K receive beamformer system from a single receive beamformer system
and with fo,m deﬁned as
?
?K
2
+m? 1
2
?
fr. These signals are then shifted for
all m = 1, 2, ..., K to cover all K subbands and multiplied with their relevant
reconstruction ﬁlter p
k,m
.
By now deﬁning the following (K ×Np) matrices
Yl =
?
y
l
[fd ? fo,1] , yl [fd ? fo,2] , ..., yl [fd ? fo,K ]
?T
(3.30)
?Yl =
?
?y [fd ? fo,1] ,?y [fd ? fo,2] , ...,?y [fd ? fo,K ]
?T
(3.31)
Hk = [hk [fd ? fo,1] , hk [fd ? fo,2] , ..., hk [fd ? fo,K ]]
T (3.32)
Pk =
?
p
k,1
, p
k,2
, ..., p
k,K
?T
(3.33)
Equation 3.29 can be rewritten as
?Yl =
K?
k=1
Yl ?Hk ? Pk (3.34a)
= Yl
K?
k=1
?Hk ? Pk (3.34b)
which allows Equation 3.28 to be given as
? =
???Yl ? ?Yl
???
2
(3.35a)
? =
?????
Yl ? Yl
K?
k=1
Hk ? Pk
?????
2
(3.35b)
By deﬁning ? = 0, Equation 3.35 is satisﬁed when
Pk = H
?1
k (3.36)
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In order to understand how the matrix Hk for k = 1, 2, ..., K is formed,
Equation 2.37 will be given in the Doppler frequency domain. As it is assumed
that ‘stop and receive’ data collection occurs, Equation 2.37 can be simpliﬁed to
y (t) =
M?
m=1
?
?mW
HSRx,mS
H
Tx,mwTxm (t? ?m [tp])
?
+ n (t) (3.37)
for tp ? t ? tp+
2(Rf?Rn)
c
+T , and where it has also been assumed that Stripmap
data collection is utilised, thus resulting in no time dependency of the weights
used to form the required transmitter beam and K receiver beams.
By letting
SwTx,m = w
H
TxSTx,m (1× 1) (3.38)
SwRx,m =W
HSRx,m (K × 1) (3.39)
?m = ?m exp
?
?j
4?
?
?m
?
(3.40)
y (t) can be rewritten as
y (t) =
M?
m=1
?
?m exp
?
?j
4?
?
?m
?
SwRx,m
?
SwTx,m
?H
m (t? ?m [tp])
?
+ n (t) (3.41)
As only a linear array along the x axis is assumed, the slant ranges RTx,m
?
tpn
?
and RRx,m [tp] in S
w
Tx,m and S
w
Rx,m can be written as
RTx,m [tp] =
?
?2m + r2Tx,x [tn]? 2?mrTx,m [tn] sin ?m cos?m (3.42a)
=
?
?2m + r2Tx,x [tn]? 2?mrTx,m [tn] sin ?sq (3.42b)
RRx,m [tp] =
?
?2m · 1K + r2x [tp]? 2?mrx [tp] sin ?m cos?m (3.43a)
=
?
?2m · 1K + r2x [tp]? 2?mrx [tp] sin ?sq (3.43b)
where, in this case, rTx,m [tn] is the x coordinate of the centre element of the
transmit beamformer at time tn and rx [tp] is a (K × 1) vector of the x coordinates
of the centre elements of the K receive beamformers at time tp.
By noticing that
rTx,m [tn] = vstn (3.44)
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rx [tp] = vstp · 1K ?
?
??????
0
Lsep
...
(K ? 1)Lsep
?
??????
(3.45a)
= vtp · 1K ??x (3.45b)
The Taylor series expansion of Equations 3.42 and 3.43 can be found to be
RTx,m [tn] ? ?m + vstn sin ?sq +
1
2
v2st
2
n
?m
cos ?sq (3.46)
RRx,m [tp] ? ?m + vs
?
tp ?
?x
vs
?
sin ?sq +
1
2
v2s
?
tp ? ?xvs
?2
?m
cos ?sq (3.47)
where only terms up to the third order have been taken into account5. By
substituting into Equation 3.41 to obtain
y (t) =
M?
m=1
?
????
?m exp
?
?j 4?? ?m
?
exp
?
?j ? cos ?sq
2??m
?x??x
?
· exp
?
j 4?vs?
?
t? 1
2vs
?x
??
· exp
?
?j 2?v
2
s cos ?sq
??m
?
t? 1
2vs
?x
?2?
·m (t? ?m [tp])
?
????
+n (t)
(3.48)
where the ﬁrst element of y (t) corresponds to a monostatic SISO SAR system,
i.e. when SwRx,m =
?
SwTx,m
??
and the received signal y (t) can be written as
y (t) =
M?
m=1
?
???
?m exp
?
?j 4?? ?m
?
· exp ?j 4?vs? t
? · exp
?
?j 2?v
2
s cos ?sq
??m
t2
?
·m (t? ?m [tp])
?
???+ n (t) (3.49)
Note that the ratio of slant ranges in SwTx,m and S
w
Rx,m have been put into the
term ?m to simplify the mathematical representation. By looking at the last three
exponentials of y (t) in Equation 3.48, it can be seen that compared to a SISO
SAR system in Equation 3.49, in a SIMO SAR system there is an extra time delay,
which can be related back to the manifold vector, as well as a phase shift given
by the second exponential. This time delay due to the distance between each
beamformer and extra phase term when transformed to the Doppler frequency
domain can be given as [43]
H [fd] = exp
?
?j
??x2
2?Ro
?
exp
?
?j
??x
vs
fd
?
(3.50)
5Higher order terms of the Taylor series exapansion are required when squint angles are large
or when a sparse array of K beamformers are considered.
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where the slant range ?m has been replaced by the slant range of closes approach,
Ro, and where zero squint is assumed, resulting in cos ?sq = 1.
The second exponential H [fd] is equivalent to the planewave propagation
manifold vector in terms of fd and ?x is equivalent to rx [0]. As mentioned in
[43], the ﬁrst exponential of H [fd] is only required when the K beamformers are
not collocated.
By now relating back to Equation 3.36, the pth column of Hk can be given as
Hk [fd,p] = exp
?
?j
??x2
2?Ro
?
exp
?
?j
??x
vs
fd,p
?
(3.51)
where fd,p is the pth Doppler frequency within the kth subband. Inverting Hk to
get Pk results in the required weights to apply to the kth subband for all fd,p, with
p = 1, 2, ..., Np, of theK sets of received undersampled data. Relating back to the
steering vector beamformer used for reconstruction in Section 3.1, in particular
Equation 3.13, in the case of a collocated array we have
Pk =
?
wk (fd,1) , wk (fd,2) , ..., wk
?
fd,Np
??
(3.52)
Chapter 4
Target Parameter Estimation
Using SIMO SAR
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will look at the estimation of key parameters from SIMO SAR raw
and focused data. In particular these will be the round trip delay, direction of
arrival and relative power of targets of interest. Due to the use of a SIMO SAR
system, additional received sets of data, including the geometrical information
about the system and target environment, allows enhanced estimation through
superresolution techniques. Firstly it will be assumed that beamforming has
already been performed on the KN array elements of the SAR system to form an
array ofK beams, and with reference to Figure 2.12, all processing will be applied
onto the (K × L) matrix X [tp] at a particular time index tp. In conjunction to
SAR processing, p will now be deﬁned as a range line index and the kth column
of X [tp] will be deﬁned as a range line.
Firstly in Section 4.2, the use of the traditional matched ﬁlter with subspace
partitioning will be described for round trip delay estimation of Md imaged
targets, where the term ‘target’ will now be used to deﬁne a scatterer with a
power above a threshold level, or clutter level. In particular, the application
of the technique in both the time and frequency domains will be given. By
performing the algorithm in frequency, the computational speed is increased and
can be incorporated into the range compression stage of SAR image formation
algorithms. By additionally applying subspace partitioning, sidelobe suppression
in the slant range direction can be achieved, which will be described later in
Section 5.1. Then in Section 4.3, the direction of arrival ofMd targets is performed
using a 2D MUSIC algorithm for joint estimation of the azimuth and elevation
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angles, (?m,?m). As the estimation is applied on X [tp], the estimated parameters
will di?er depending on tp and are therefore calculated with respect to the
SIMO SAR system’s x coordinate position at time tp. Also a so called ’fast’
parameter estimation can be achieved, i.e. at a particular tp the number of
imaged targets and its parameters with respect to tp can be estimated without
the need to wait for all Np sets of X [tp] to be processed. Despite this, it can
be noticed that Y [k] (see Figure 2.12) can be interpreted as the data received
by K = Np receive beamformers after sampling at Fs. Therefore compared to
X [tp] at a particular tp, where there are only K sets of information about the Md
targets, there are now Np sets of information about theMd targets1 and therefore
enhanced parameter estimation can be achieved. Therefore the techniques given
for joint DOA estimation using range lines will be applied to Y [k] at a particular
receive beamformer index k, with k = 1, 2, ..., K for enhanced estimation. One
disadvantage of the application of MUSIC on SAR data is that it whitens the
clutter’s eigenvalues and it’s spectrum response does not correspond to the actual
target return power. As SAR is an imaging radar, these are problems in areas
of image analysis. Despite this, MUSIC can be applied when the aim is for
enhanced detection and estimation of targets and when the surrounding clutter
is not of interest. However, it is often important to preserve the relative power
of the targets for target identiﬁcation. Therefore a joint relative power and DOA
estimation algorithm is described in Section 4.4.
4.2 Round Trip Delay Estimation
With reference to Figure 4.1, chirp signals of length T seconds are transmitted
every Tr seconds as the SAR system travels along a ﬂight path at a velocity vs. By
ﬁrst assuming a collocated array of K beamformers, the echoes of a chirp signal
transmitted at time tn are received between tn + 2Rnc ? T to tn +
2Rf
c
seconds if
‘stop and receive’ data collection is assumed, where Rn and Rf are the near and
far slant ranges.
If a particular target has a slant range Rm [tn] between the SAR system at time
tn, its echo will be received after tn+
2Rm[tn]
c
?T to tn+ 2Rm[tn]c seconds. In a sparse
array case and when ’stop and receive’ data collection is assumed, the echoes are
received between
?
tn +
Rm,Tx[tn]
c
? T
?
· 1K + Rmc to
?
tn +
Rm,Tx[tn]
c
?
· 1K + Rmc .
1This is only the case when Np is not greater than the synthetic aperture length
corresponding to a particular target in cross-range samples, and if the targets are not widely
separated in the cross-range direction.
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Figure 4.1: Transmit and receive timing of a SAR system.
The KN elements of the SIMO SAR system are weighted such that K receive
beam outputs are created. After data collection, K sets of (L×Np) data are
obtained after sampling, represented by Y [k] with k = 1, 2, ..., K. In order to
achieve a high resolution in the slant range direction, a matched ﬁlter is applied
along each range line. This results in an approximate resolution of c
2B sin ?i
metres
in the range direction in the range direction and focuses the data in range so that
a sharp peak corresponding to the target is formed at sample number
?
?m [tn]?2Rnc
? ·F s=
?
2Rm[tn]
c
?2Rn
c
?
·F s in collocated arrays?
?m [tn]?
2Rn
c
?
·F s=(Rm,Tx [tn] ·1K+Rm [tn]?2Rn·1K) ·Fsc in sparse arrays
(4.1)
where the minimum time required for a complete echo of length T seconds to be
received is 2Rn
c
seconds, which corresponds to a target located in the near slant
range. In terms of samples, the ﬁrst sample of a single range line will correspond
to a round trip delay of 2Rn
c
seconds or 2Rn
c
Fs samples. Therefore the sample
number relating to the sharp peak of a target is not the true round trip delay,
but rather the di?erence between the true round trip delay and the round trip
delay of a target at the near range. Note that in Equation 4.1 the time when the
chirp signals are transmitted, tn, are used as a time index rather than the receive
time, tp, as the round trip delays from the time of transmission to receiving is of
interest.
By performing range matched ﬁltering, not only is the data focused in slant
range, but also the round trip delay of a particular target at a particular range
line can be estimated. However, as the response of a target after matched ﬁltering
is a sinc function, the sidelobes of two or more closely located targets may
interfere with each other, reducing their individual peak-to-sidelobe ratios. An
algorithm which incorporates the range matched ﬁlter with subspace partitioning
is proposed, whereby the sidelobes of the target responses are decreased for
enhanced round trip delay estimation (and for improved IRFs of the imaged
targets in the formed image after image processing, as will be shown Section 5.1).
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Mathematically, by using theK sets of received data, a cost function for round
trip delay estimation along a single range line at data collection time tp using the
matched ﬁlter method can be given as [74]
?? [tp] =
1
KL
???(IK ? J?m?L)
T y
aug
[tp]
???
2
(4.2)
where
?
?????
?????
L = Number of samples in a range line
mL = Reference chirp signal of length T seconds,
sampled at Fs and zero padded with
(L? TFs) samples
with J being a shift matrix deﬁned as
J =
?
0TL?1 0
IL?1 0L?1
?
(L× L) (4.3)
which results in J?m?L being the complex conjugate of the reference chirp signal
shifted by ? samples. This is then applied to y
aug
[tp], formed by stacking the
columns of the matrix X
T
[tp]
y
aug
[tp] = vec
?
X
T
[tp]
?
(KL× 1) (4.4)
This can be seen as a convolution between the reference chirp signal and
y
aug
[tp], which can be equivalently performed with a multiplication in frequency
and is less computationally demanding, to give the cost function
?? [tp] =
1
KL
??F?1col
?
Fcol (Yconcat [tp])? Fcol
?
1TK ?m
?
L
????2
row
(4.5)
where
?
???????????
???????????
Fcol (A) = Fourier transform performed down each
column of matrix A
F?1col (A) = Inverse Fourier transform performed down
each column of the matrix A
?A?row = A norm applied to each row of the matrix
A
with Yconcat [tp] formed by concatenating the (L× 1) vectors xk [tp] for k =
1, 2, ..., K
Yconcat [tp] = [x1 [tp] , x2 [tp] , ..., xK [tp]] (L×K) (4.6)
where xk [tp] is the transpose of the k
th row of X [tp]
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In order to apply subspace partitioning, ﬁrst consider the matrix C, which
contains in its columns all possible delays of the complex conjugate of the reference
chirp signal and can be deﬁned as [75]
C =
?
J0m?, J1m?, ..., J2T ·Fs?1m?
?
(L× 2TFs) (4.7)
By deﬁning the matrix
P? = IK ? P?C? (KL×KL) (4.8)
where
P?
C?
= IL ? C?
?
CH? C?
??1
CH? (L× L) (4.9)
with C? being the matrix C with its ? th column removed, it can be shown that
multiplication between P? and yaug [tp] will result in contributions only from
imaged scatterers with a round trip delay equal to the delay shift ? . The signals
from all other undesired scatterers, e.g. clutter and noise, with a round trip
delay not equal to the delay shift ? will be projected onto the null subspace. By
combining this concept with Equation 4.2, the following cost function can then
be deﬁned
?? [tp] =
1
KL
???
?
IK ? P?C?J
?m?L
?T
y
aug
[tp]
???
2
(4.10)
which suppresses interference returns while minimising the attenuation of the
returns from desired imaged targets from which the round trip delay of the Md
targets of interest, ? [tp] = [? 1 [tp] , ? 2 [tp] , ..., ?Md [tp]]
T , can be estimated.
Equation 4.10 can be equivalently written by a multiplication in the frequency
domain using
?? [tp] =
1
KL
??F?1col
?
Fcol
?
P?
C?
Yconcat [tp]
?
? Fcol
?
1TK ?m
?
L
????2
row
(4.11)
Note that in a collocated array case, the round trip delay of a particular target
will be approximately equal in all K sets of data and therefore P?
C?
will be equal
for all K beamformers. However, this may not be the case in a sparse array case,
and therefore ‘co-registration’ of the K sets of data will need to be applied ﬁrst
to ensure that the range history of the same target is approximately equal.
C has been deﬁned as being an (L× 2TFs) such that all possible round
trip delays are covered. However, depending on the SAR design parameters,
conventional range matched ﬁltering can be used to obtain an initial estimate
of a range of round trip delays containing imaged targets. Therefore C can be
reduced to (L×??)
C =
?
J?m?, J?+1m?, ..., J???1m?
?
(L×??) (4.12)
which in turn reduces computational requirements, where ? is the smallest round
trip delay in the range ??.
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Algorithm Summary
A) For Round Trip Delay Estimation in Range Time
1. For all ? = 0, 1, ..., T · Fs ? 1 form the matrix P?C? deﬁned in Equation 4.9.
2. Form the (L× 1) vector mL.
3. For a particular tp, with p = 1, 2, ..., Np, form the (KL× 1) vector yaug[tp]
deﬁned in Equation 4.4.
4. Using Equation 4.10, estimate the round trip delays of the Md imaged
targets of interest relative to the round trip delay to the near slant range.
B) For Round Trip Delay Estimation in Range Frequency
1. For all ? = 0, 1, ..., T · Fs ? 1 form the matrix P?C? deﬁned in Equation 4.9.
2. Form the (L× 1) vector mL.
3. For a particular tp, with p = 1, 2, ..., Np, form the (L×K) matrix Yconcat [tp]
deﬁned in Equation 4.6.
4. Using Equation 4.11, estimate the round trip delays of the Md imaged
targets of interest relative to the round trip delay to the near slant range.
4.2.1 Simulation Studies
In this section, the capabilities of the proposed round trip delay estimation
algorithm for SIMO SAR systems performed along a range line index of choice
in the range frequency domain is looked at.
Due to the use of the proposed algorithm in the slant range direction in
SAR image formation in Section 5.1, only round trip delay estimation in range
frequency will be used to show the capabilities of the proposed algorithm. The
imaging geometry parameters in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are used2, where a collocated
array of K = 3 beamformers is designed such that it can be assumed that the
range histories of the Md = 2 imaged targets of interest are approximately equal
between the K sets of received data.
2The designed parameters were chosen with a trade-o? between simulation time and actual
airborne SAR imaging geometry parameters.
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Table 4.1: Simulation parameters for round trip delay estimation.
h Altitude 10.0 km
B Bandwidth 100.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.4 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwith 443.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 34.2 km
Lpath Flight path length 954.0 m
Rn Near slant range 25.6 km
Vs Platform velocity 250.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 600.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 120.0 MHz
Table 4.2: Imaged target parameters including expected round trip delay in
samples.
Target Ro,m (m) rm,x (m) ?m ? 2Rnc Fs (samples)
1 25693 100 80
2 25668 to 25691 100 60 to 78
where
?
???
???
Ro,m = Slant range of closest approach of mth target
rm,x = x coordinate of mth target
?m = Expected round trip delay of mth target.
Note that the estimated round trip delays are relative to the round trip delay to
the near range Rn.
The separation between the two targets is varied and by ﬁrst considering
the case when the target separation results in a round trip delay di?erence of
20 samples in slant range, sampled at Fs, with reference to Figure 4.2, where
a matched ﬁlter in the slant range direction is utilised, it can be seen that the
correct round trip delays of the two targets are estimated. Broadening of the
peaks corresponding to the two targets begins at about 17dBs down from the
peak values. By applying subspace partitioning, the sidelobes of the two targets
are reduced, and broadening of the peaks corresponding to the two targets does
not occur, as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Round trip delay estimation of two targets with Ro,1 = 25693m and
Ro,2 = 25668m using a matched ﬁlter in the slant range direction.
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Figure 4.3: Round trip delay estimation of two targets with Ro,1 = 25693m and
Ro,2 = 25668m using subspace partitioning.
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Although it can be seen that the application of subspace partitioning greatly
decreases the sidelobes of the imaged target’s responses, for SAR imaging and
detection purposes, the use of a matched ﬁlter may be su?cient. For example,
with reference with Figure 4.2, the approximate 30dB di?erence between the
target response’s peak and sidelobes may be su?cient for detection purposes.
However, by now considering the smallest possible target separation, which
corresponds to a round trip delay di?erence of 2 samples in slant range, sampled
at Fs, by comparing Figure 4.4, when only a matched ﬁlter is applied, with Figure
4.5, when subspace partitioning is applied, it can be seen that although in both
cases the target responses are distinguishable, in the case when only a matched
ﬁlter is applied, the di?erence in dB between the target peaks at sample number
78 and 80 with the response at sample number 79 is only about 3dBs. In the
case where there is a low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) or if the clutter levels
are high, or if a ’strong, bright’ target is located nearby, the target responses at
sample number 78 and 80 may become undetectable. However, when subspace
partitioning is applied, it can be seen that the average di?erence in dB between
the peaks at sample number 78 and 80 with the response at sample number 79
is about 300dBs. This is more than su?cient for detection purposes, where for
SAR imaging about 30dB is su?cient.
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Figure 4.4: Round trip delay estimation of two targets with Ro,1 = 25693m and
Ro,2 = 25691m using a matched ﬁlter in the slant range direction.
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Figure 4.5: Round trip delay estimation of two targets with Ro,1 = 25693m and
Ro,2 = 25691m using subspace partitioning.
As will be seen in Section 5.1, when applied to SAR image formation algorithms,
subspace partitioning allows detection of targets under the average sidelobe level
when only matched ﬁltering is applied. This allows a so-called ’fast’ detection,
whereby the number of targets and their round trip delays can be estimated using
a minimum of one range line of data, without the need for full image formation.
The resolution of a target in a SAR image in the slant range direction is
determined by the 3dB width of the main lobe or peak of the target’s response.
As both matched ﬁltering and the proposed algorithm are equivalent to range
compression, the measurement of the 3dB width of the targets after round trip
delay estimation also gives an indication of the target’s resolution in the slant
range direction. In general, with a decrease in SNR, there may be degradation
of the target’s response due to the increased noise in conventional SAR image
formation algorithms using a matched ﬁlter in slant range. With reference to
Figure 4.6, it can be seen that this is indeed the case as the 3dB width increases
with decreasing SNR. However, by comparing the cases when K = 1 and K = 3,
it can be seen that an increase in K decreases the variation in the 3dB width of
the target response with decreasing SNR. In the case when subspace partitioning
is applied, not only is there less variation of the 3dB width with SNR, the width
is also reduced, suggesting an increase in slant range resolution if the technique
is applied with SAR image formation. It can be estimated that the average
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slant range resolution when K = 1 is about 0.06m and 0.03m when K = 3.
By comparing this to when only matched ﬁltering is applied, the average slant
range resolutions are 0.19m and 0.09m when K = 3, therefore the application of
subspace partitioning in range will not only allow an improvement in detection
applications but also in imaging3. Also with an increase in K there is an increase
in slant range resolution. However, the amount of increase will also depend on
the geometry of the K beamformers in the system and the processing used for
the combining of the K sets of data. The use of subspace partitioning in slant
range will be discussed further in Chapter 5 for SAR imaging.
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Figure 4.6: Change in 3dB width of target’s response with SNR using a matched
ﬁlter (shown in blue) and with subspace partitioning (shown in red).
4.3 Joint Direction of Arrival and Slant Range
Estimation
The MUSIC algorithm is a superresolution algorithm which can be used for signal
parameter estimation, such as DOA and frequency estimation. This is achieved
by ﬁnding the intersection of the signal subspace of the received signals, L [Es]
3As the simulation parameters are only selected for the simulation, they may not represent
real world situations. The results only show that the slant range resolution can be improved
with the use of subspace partitioning.
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(i.e. the subspace spanned by the signal eigenvector matrix Es) and the array
manifold. At a particular parameter of interest value, ?p, the MUSIC algorithm
can be given as [76]
?music (?p) =
1
S (?p)H EnEHn S (?p)
(4.13)
where En are the eigenvectors that span the noise subspace of the covariance
matrix of the received signals, and for all possible values of ?p, ?music (?p) goes
towards ? when ?p is equal to the actual value of the parameter of interest.
Therefore parameter estimation can be achieved. However, estimation accuracy
decreases in the coherent signal case when the received signals are correlated. To
overcome this spatial smoothing is applied, which in e?ect performs decorrelation
of the received signals [77].
In SAR applications MUSIC can be exploited to improve target resolution,
i.e. target separation within a resolution cell of dimension (?r ×?cr), due to its
superresolution property in both the range and cross-range directions and also
for the parameter estimation of imaged targets of interest. However, there are
two main factors that need to be taken into account
1. In order to apply MUSIC, multiple sets of data or snapshots are required for
the formation of the required covariance matrix. For SIMO SAR systems
there are two methods which can be used. The ﬁrst is to form a covariance
matrix from the K sets of received data at a particular range line for
parameter estimation. The second method makes use of the idea that during
SAR data collection an e?ectively long aperture is created. Therefore in
the case of a SISO SAR system, an e?ective array of Np planar arrays
with a separation of vsTr metres is created, whose geometry depends on
the ﬂight path of the system. However, this only results in a single image
acquisition. To extend to multiple acquisitions for the formation of the
required covariance matrix, subsets of data can be extracted [78][79].
2. MUSIC assumes that the noise subspace is white and in SAR applications
this ‘noise’ also includes clutter. Therefore for cases where the clutter
consists of di?used scatterers, for example in terrain applications, MUSIC
is not directly suitable without using a QR decomposition-preprocessor, if
the aim is SAR imaging [55]. Also the absolute value of ?music (?p) for all ?p
does not correspond to the backscattering power of the imaged area [78].
However, this does not a?ect detection or estimation algorithms as only
the responses of targets of interest are required and therefore MUSIC’s
superresolution and estimation properties are of particular use.
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In the case where plane wave propagation occurs, the proposed 2D MUSIC
algorithm cost function for joint azimuth and elevation estimation along a particular
range line is given as
? (?m,?m, tp) =
1
SH (?m,?m)En [tp]EHn [tp]S (?m,?m)
(4.14)
where S (?m,?m)
?
= S (?m,?m, tp) is the plane wave manifold vector and En [tp]
are the eigenvectors that span the noise subspace of the covariance matrix formed
from the data matrix X [tp].
It can be assumed that the slant ranges between each receive beamformer
and the same scatterer are approximately equal in this case. Therefore the slant
range between the reference within the beamformer array (assumed to be the
centre of the transmit beamformer) and a particular scatterer can be calculated
from its round trip delay. In general, if there are a total ofMd targets of interest,
then after round trip delay estimation is performed, an (Md × 1) vector ? d of the
estimates can be formed4. From these estimates, the corresponding slant ranges
can be calculated from
? d [tp] =
2
c
Rd [tp] (4.15)
where Rd [tp] is an (Md × 1) vector of the calculated slant ranges between the
centre element of the reference beamformer and the Md targets of interest.
Due to the estimation of both the azimuth and elevation angles, a 2D array of
beamformers is required5. In general the planar arrays forming the SAR systems
are usually tilted in the x? z plane by an angle ?tilt, which is equivalent to a tilt
by 90o ? ?tilt in the x? y plane. This tilt angle may vary during data collection
due to the movement of the system, however it will be assumed that a calibrated
system is used and that the tilt angle is constant and known.
As range lines of data at a particular tp are used, the reference for DOA
estimation is the location of the centre element of the reference beamformer at
time tp. Therefore the following can be calculated
4Note that by using Equations 4.5 or 4.11 a time delay estimate of the mth target, ?m, is
relative to 2Rnc . Therefore as ?d are the true round trip delay estimates, they are ?m with
2Rn
c taken into account.
5Although a 1D linear array could be used after processing of the received data to form
overlapping subsets of data [80], only a 2D array case will be looked at when estimation using
range lines is used, as the idea of forming subsets of data is used later when a ROI of a SAR
image is used for parameter estimation. This case will be described later.
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Parameters with respect
to (0, 0, 0)
Parameters with respect to rx [tp]
Elevation angle ?m = sin?1
?
h
?m
?
?m [tp] = sin?1
?
h
Rm[tp]
?
Azimuth angle ?m = cos?1
?
rm,x
?m cos(?m)
?
?m [tp] = cos?1
?
rm,x?rx[tp]
Rm[tp] cos(?m[tp])
?
with ?m being the slant range of the mth target with respect to (0, 0, 0)6 and
Rm [tp] being the slant range of the mth target with respect to rx [tp] calculated
as
Rm [tp] =
?
?2m + r2x [tp] + r2y [tp] + r2z [tp]?
?mc
?Fc
rT [tp] k (?m,?m) (4.16)
where
?
????????
????????
r = [rx, ry, rz]
T
= Cartesian coordinates of the centre element
of the reference beamformer, assumed to
be the Tx/Rx beamformer of the system
rm,x = x coordinate of the mth target.
However, depending on the chosen range line, the estimated parameters may
di?er.
So far estimation has only been performed using single range lines from all
K sets of data. Therefore in total only K sets of range lines have been used for
estimation. However, by considering the case when K = 1, after sampling at Fs
in the slant range direction and beamforming has been applied to the N elements
of the receive beamformer, a 2D set of data, Y, with dimensions (L×Np) it
obtained. Due to the movement of the SAR system along a ﬂight path during
data collection, the matrix Y can be seen as the data received by an array of Np
receivers with dimensions determined by the ﬂight path of the system, assumed
here to be linear along the positive x axis.
There are potentially three di?erent stages when DOA estimation can be
performed on Y during SAR processing. These are on the received raw data, on
range compressed data and on fully focused data, where both range compression
and cross-range compression have been applied. Compared to raw data, in
fully focused data the target’s power is not spread over T · Fs samples in the
slant range direction and Lsyn
vs
fr or
Lpath
vs
fr samples in the cross-range direction
6If the slant range at the zero Doppler shift of a particular target is to be used, i.e. the
slant range of closest approach, Ro,m, it can be seen that ?m is related to Ro,m by ?,m =?
R2o,m + r
2
m,x.
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(depending on the smaller value of the two). Also in fully focused data, any
range cell migration e?ects are corrected, allowing more accurate target parameter
estimates. However, in this case Y can only be seen as a single acquisition of data.
In order to apply parameter estimation on Y, now assumed to represent a fully
focused SAR image, a ROI known to contain the target(s) of interest is extracted,
from which subsets of data are formed. By deﬁning a ROI of Y containing the
target(s) whose parameters are to be estimated, described by the (LROI ×Np,ROI)
matrix YROI , forward-backward averaging can be applied on YROI to form subsets
of data [55][81]. By letting the subset size be a (LROI?Lsub ×Np,ROI?Np,sub)
matrix Ysub, where?Lsub and?Np,sub is the amount of subset overlap in the slant
range and cross-range direction respectively, the total number of data subsets can
be calculated as
Nsub = (LROI ? LROI?Lsub + 1) · (Np,ROI ?Np,ROI?Np,sub + 1) (4.17a)
= (LROI (1??Lsub) + 1) · (Np,ROI (1??Np,sub) + 1) (4.17b)
and forward-backward averaging can be applied using all Nsub possible data
subsets of the matrix Ysub by performing
Rfb =
1
2
?
Rf + JER
T
f JE
?
(4.18)
where JE is an (K ×K) exchange matrix with ones along its anti-diagonal and
zeros elsewhere and where [55]
Rf =
1
Nsub
Nsub?
i,j
y
sub,concat
yH
sub,concat
(4.19)
performs forward averaging with
y
sub,concat
=
?
??????
y
sub
[1]
y
sub
[2]
...
y
sub
[Np,sub]
?
??????
(LsubNp,sub × 1) (4.20)
where y
sub
[p] is the pth column of Ysub and JE is an (LsubNp,sub × LsubNp,sub)
exchange matrix with ones along its anti-diagonal and zeros elsewhere.
Using this covariance matrix Rfb, DOA estimation can be performed using
? (?m,?m) =
1
SHROI (?m,?m)EnEHn SROI (?m,?m)
(4.21)
where there is no longer a dependency on tp and where SROI (?m,?m) is a
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(LROI?LsubNp,ROI?Np,sub × 1) manifold vector for all pixel locations within a
subset of data in the ROI.
However, there is a trade-o? between the subset size (and therefore ?Lsub and
?Np,sub) and the number of data subsetsNsub when using MUSIC, as shown in [82]
using the Cramer-Rao Bound. As the number of data subsets goes to inﬁnity, the
accuracy of the covariance matrix increases, and as the subset size goes to inﬁnity,
the variance of the MUSIC decreases and therefore the resolution of the target’s
response increases. As the subset size is deﬁned as (LROI?Lsub ×Np,ROI?Np,sub),
with reference to Equation 4.17, the subset size and Nsub cannot be increased
simultaneously.
This approach can be used as post-processing after SAR image formation for
the enhancement of imaged targets responses within the ROI as described in
Section 5.3.
Algorithm Summary
A) Plane Wave Propagation: Joint Azimuth and Elevation Estimation,
and Slant Range Estimation
1. Extract range lines from the K sets of received data at a particular time
index tp, with p = 1, 2, ..., Np to form the matrix X [tp].
2. Using the cost function in Equation 4.14, perform a 2D search over the
range of ? and ?.
3. Perform round trip delay estimation in time using the cost functions given
in Equation 4.2 or Equation 4.10, or in frequency using the cost functions
given in Equation 4.5 or Equation 4.11.
4. Calculate the slant range from the round trip delay estimation.
B) Joint Estimation using K = 1 sets of Focused Data
1. Apply the image formation of choice on Y.
2. Extract the region of interest which contains the target(s) whose parameters
are to be estimated.
3. Form the covariance matrix Rfb using Equation 4.18.
4. For joint (?m,?m) estimation, perform a 2D search over the range of ?m and
?m using the cost function in Equation 4.21.
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4.3.1 Simulation Studies
In this section, the capabilities of the proposed algorithm for joint azimuth and
elevation angle estimation in the case of plane wave propagation will be given.
Then an example using a ROI for joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation
will be presented.
4.3.1.1 Simulation 1: Parameter Estimation using a Range Lines of
Data
An array of K = 4 beamformers is designed alongside the target environment
such that plane wave propagation occurs, where the four beamformers form a
grid array.
Table 4.3: Simulation paramaters for joint DOA estimation.
h Altitude 2.0 km
B Bandwidth 200.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.5 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwith 320.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 2309.4 m
Lpath Flight path length 140.0 m
Rn Near slant range 2128.4 m
Vs Platform velocity 80.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 600.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 210.0 MHz
Two cases will ﬁrst be simulated. The ﬁrst will be at a range line index
corresponding to where the maximum energy of the target is known to lie, calculated
from the known cross-range location of the simulated target. The second will be
when the range line index is equal to Np
2
rounded to the nearest integer, giving
the following target parameters
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Table 4.4: Imaged target parameters for joint DOA estimation using range lines
Target 1
With respect to (0, 0, 0)
rm,x (m) 100.00
?m (m) 2230.60
?m (o) 63.72
?m (o) 84.19
1) At a particular tp with p = 750
?m [tp] (o) 63.71
?o,m [tp] (o) 90.00
2) At a particular tp with p = 1052
?m [tp] (o) 63.71
?o,m [tp] (o) 87.60
Firstly matched ﬁltering is applied on each range line, which has the e?ect of
concentrating the signal energy over a few samples, depending on the resolution
of the system, rather than the signal energy being spread over a total of T ·
Fs samples. After processing, the required range lines are extracted and joint
azimuth and elevation angle estimation is applied.
By applying joint azimuth and elevation estimation on X [tp] at p = 750, which
is where the maximum energy of the target lies, it is expected that the azimuth
angle will be approximately 90o. With reference to Figures 4.7 and 4.8 it can
be seen that this is indeed the case. However there is a 0.2o di?erence between
the calculated and estimated elevation angles. This discrepancy is more evident
when the range line index p is now chosen to be Np
2
rounded to the nearest integer,
i.e. away from the target’s cross-range location in samples in the signal space, as
shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, where it can clearly be seen that estimation of the
azimuth and elevation angles has failed.
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Figure 4.7: Joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation at range line index
p = 750.
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Figure 4.8: Joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation contour plot at range
line index p = 750.
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Figure 4.9: Joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation surface plot at range
line index p = 1052.
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As only a 2 × 2 grid array of four beamformers has been used, one method
to increase the accuracy of the estimation would be to increase the array size.
However, platform space is often limited and a large array of beamformers may
not always be feasible in real world applications. Therefore one method is to make
use of the way SAR collects data. In total there are KNp range lines which could
be used, but so far only K of these have been used for parameter estimation.
Therefore groups of adjacent range lines could be utilised, thus increasing the
signal space from (K × L) given by the matrix X [tp] to (K ·Nrl × L) given by?
X
?
tp?0.5(Nrl?1)
?T
, ...,X [tp] , ...,X
?
tp+0.5(Nrl?1)
?T?T
in the case where Nrl is odd
and is deﬁned as the number of range lines within a single group and will be
deﬁned as the range line block size.
By letting Nrl > 1, and performing joint azimuth and elevation estimation, it
can be seen that more accurate estimates are obtained in the case when the range
line index, p, is equal to 1052 compared to when Nrl = 1, as shown in Figure 4.11
with Nrl = 21 compared to Figure 4.10 with Nrl = 1.
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Figure 4.11: Joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation contour plot using
Nrl = 21 and with p =
Np
2
rounded to the nearest integer.
However, there is a trade-o? between the accuracy of the estimates and Nrl as
illustrated in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, where it can be seen that there is an optimum
range of values Nrl can take.
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Figure 4.12: Squared error of azimuth angle estimates with changes in range line
block size.
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Figure 4.13: Squared error of elevation angle estimates with changes in range line
block size.
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Small values of Nrl correspond to a small number of beamformers in the
cross-range direction which may decrease the accuracy of the estimates. In terms
of large values of Nrl, the range history of a single target varies over tp for p =
1, 2, ..., Np, as shown Figure 4.14 where the range history of a single target in a
collocated SAR system is given. Therefore when Nrl is large, there are signiﬁcant
range cell migration e?ects within a block of range lines, which in turn a?ects the
accuracy of the estimates.
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Figure 4.14: Range history variation of a single target with range line index p for
p = 1, 2, ..., Np.
Simulation 2: Parameter Estimation using a Focused SAR image
In order to apply joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation using a focused
SAR image, the SAR system parameters given in Table 4.5 are used to generate
the raw data, on which the CS algorithm is applied, where a target with parameters
given in Table 4.6 is imaged and a ROI covering the target is extracted.
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Table 4.5: Simulation parameters for joint DOA estimation using a ROI.
h Altitude 10.0 km
B Bandwidth 100.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.4 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwith 443.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 34.2 km
Lpath Flight path length 954.0 m
Rn Near slant range 25.6 km
Vs Platform velocity 250.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 600.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 120.0 MHz
Table 4.6: Imaged target parameters for joint DOA estimation using a ROI.
Target 1
rm,x (m) 10.00
?m (m) 25613.00
?m (o) 22.98
?m (o) 89.98
With reference to Figures 4.15 and 4.16, it can be seen that the estimation of
the azimuth and elevation angles have been achieved. This idea of using MUSIC
for joint DOA estimation using a ROI is a prerequisite for the proposed two-step
algorithm described in Section 5.3.
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Figure 4.15: Joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation surface plot using a
ROI.
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Figure 4.16: Joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation contour plot using a
ROI.
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4.4 Joint Direction of Arrival and Relative Power
Estimation
The cost functions given in the previous section allows parameter estimation,
but their responses do not correspond to the actual target power relative to the
received raw data, where the term relative power has been used to take into
account the scaling factors during processing.
A joint target power and DOA algorithm, inspired by [71], applied to range
lines of data is proposed for SIMO SAR systems, where the cost function is given
as
?
?
?2s, ?m,?m, tp
?
=
K?
k=1
eigk>0
?
1 + eigk
?
R
?
?2s, ?m,?m, tp
???
+
K?
k=1
eigk<0
??eigk
?
R
?
?2s, ?m,?m, tp
???? (4.22)
where R (?, ?m,?m, tp) is a covariance matrix calculated from the range line at
time index tp, with p = 1, 2, ..., Np, of all K sets of received data with the return
of a target at (?m,?m) and any noise removed and is calculated as
R
?
?2s, ?m,?m, tp
?
= Ryy ?
?
1
K ?Md
K?
i=Md+1
eigi (Ryy)
?
· IK?
?2sS (?m,?m, tp)S
H (?m,?m, tp) (4.23)
where Ryy is the covariance matrix of the data used for estimation, in this case
range lines of data.
In the case where a linear array of K beamformers are used, ?m and ?m can
be written in terms of ?sq,m using sin ?sq,m = cos ?m cos?m, thus, reducing the
need for a three parameter search to a two parameter search in the case of plane
wave propagation. This allows Equations 4.22 and 4.23 to be rewritten as
?
?
?2s, ?sq,m, tp
?
=
K?
k=1
eigk>0
?
1 + eigk
?
R
?
?2s, ?sq,m, tp
???
+
K?
k=1
eigk<0
??eigk
?
R
?
?2s, ?sq,m, tp
???? (4.24)
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where R (?, ?m,?m, tp) is a covariance matrix calculated from the range line at
time index tp, with p = 1, 2, ..., Np, of all K sets of received data with the return
of a target at (?m,?m) and any noise removed and is calculated as
R
?
?2s, ?sq,m, tp
?
= Ryy ?
?
1
K ?Md
K?
i=Md+1
eigi (Ryy)
?
· IK?
?2sS (?sq,m, tp)S
H (?sq,m, tp) (4.25)
with S (?sq,m, tp) simpliﬁed to
S (?sq,m, tp) =
?
?????
?????
exp
?
?j 2?? rx [tp] sin (?sq,m)
?
for plane wave propagation
?am ?R
?a
m [tp]? exp
?
?j 2?Fc
c
(?m · 1N ?Rm [tp])
?
for spherical wave propagation
(4.26)
due to the use of a linear array along the x axis, and
Rm [tp] =
?
?2m · 1K + r2x [tp]? 2?mrx [tp] sin ?sq,m (4.27)
where rx [tp] is now deﬁned as the x coordinates of the centre element of the K
receive beamformers.
Algorithm Summary
1. For Joint (?m,?m,?2s) estimation
(a) Calculate the covariance matrix R (?2s, ?m,?m, tp) using Equation 4.23.
(b) Using the cost function in Equation 4.22, perform a three parameter
search over all values of ?m, ?m and ?2s.
2. For Joint (?sq,m,?2s) estimation in the case of a linear array
(a) Calculate the covariance matrix R (?2s, ?sq,m, tp) using Equation 4.25.
(b) Using the cost function in Equation 4.24, perform a 2D search over all
ranges of ?2s and ?sq,m.
4.4.1 Simulation Studies
In this section, the capabilities of the proposed joint target power and squint angle
estimation for SIMO SAR systems will be demonstrated. Firstly estimation will
be applied to range lines of data after range compression and then after full
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focusing and extracting of a ROI as a prerequisite for the proposed two-step
algorithm described in Section 5.3.
An array of K = 5 beamformers is designed alongside the target environment
such that plane wave propagation occurs, where the ﬁve beamformers form a
linear array.
Table 4.7: Simulation parameters for joint squint angle and relative target
estimation.
h Altitude 2.0 km
B Bandwidth 200.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.5 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwith 320.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 2309.4 m
Lpath Flight path length 140.0 m
Rn Near slant range 2128.4 m
Vs Platform velocity 80.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 600.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 210.0 MHz
A range line index equal to Np
2
rounded to the nearest integer is chosen and the
imaged target has the following parameters
Table 4.8: Imaged target parameters for joint squint angle and relative power
estimation.
Target 1
With respect to (0, 0, 0)
rm,x (m) 100.00
?m (m) 2150.70
?m (o) 68.42
?m (o) 82.74
At a particular tp with p = 1052
?m [tp] (o) 68.42
?m [tp] (o) 87.08
?sq [tp] (o) 1.07
?2s 3.69
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By performing joint squint angle and relative power estimation, it can be seen
from Figure 4.17 that joint estimation has been achieved.
Figure 4.17: Joint squint angle and relative power estimation using range lines of
data.
By then forming plot cuts through the estimate peak, the 2D plots given in
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 can be formed, showing the estimated squint angle and
relative power estimates. Therefore both the squint angle of a particular target
can be estimated, as well as the target’s relative power along a particular range
line.
Relative power estimation can also be performed using a ROI of a focused
SAR image. However, in the case where a ROI of a focused image is used,
the covariance matrix is formed from an average of Nsub subsets of data each
with dimension (LROI?Lsub ×Np,ROI?Np,sub) and therefore the power estimate
of the target(s) within this region size is obtained. However this is not the total
power of the target(s) in the full ROI, rather it is the target power in the ROI
scaled down by the number of nonoverlapping subsets of data within the ROI. In
order to obtain a power estimate of the whole ROI and to be comparable to the
focused image of the ROI, the estimate needs to be scaled up by the number of
nonoverlapping subsets of data.
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Figure 4.18: Squint angle estimation using range lines of data, with Ps = 3.69.
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Figure 4.19: Target power estimation using range lines of data with ?sq = 1.04o.
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In general most of the target’s power is concentrated in its peak response
after the match ﬁltering (image formation), however in order to ﬁnd the total
target power, its sidelobes in the slant range and cross-range directions also need
to be taken into account. By applying the above algorithms, the total power
of a target, including the mainlobe and sidelobe of its response, at a particular
location is estimated. As will be seen in Section 5.3, when combined with 2D
parameter estimation and applied to a SAR image over a ROI, target power can
be preserved, which could aid target identiﬁcation, where a 2D parameter search is
applied in order to obtain estimation of the parameters related to the slant range
and cross-range directions to be comparable to SAR images. As a prerequisite for
5.3, the capabilities of the algorithm for relative power estimation will be applied
to a ROI of a focused SAR image, where K = 1 and two targets with di?erent
relative powers are imaged using the following SAR system parameters.
Table 4.9: Simulation parameters for relative target power estimation using a
ROI.
h Altitude 10.0 km
B Bandwidth 100.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.4 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwith 443.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 34.2 km
Lpath Flight path length 954.0 m
Rn Near slant range 25.6 km
Vs Platform velocity 250.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 600.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 120.0 MHz
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Figure 4.20: Relative power estimate of target 1 using a ROI.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the use of SIMO SAR systems for target parameter estimation was
investigated. Firstly an algorithm combining matched ﬁltering in the slant range
direction with subspace partitioning was proposed, with processing in either the
slant range time or frequency domain. By processing in the frequency domain,
the algorithm can be seamlessly integrated into SAR image formation algorithms
by replacing the range compression stage (as will be shown in Section 5.1), as well
as allowing faster processing. Then the use of a 2D MUSIC algorithm for joint
(?m [tp] ,?m [tp]) estimation using range lines of data collected at time tp when
plane wave propagation occurs was given. The idea that the (L×Np) matrix
Y [k] represents the data received by a synthetic array of Np beamformers was
used, and a joint (?m,?m) estimation algorithm was shown. However, the MUSIC
response of the imaged targets does not correspond to the actual target signal
power. For target detection purposes the MUSIC response may be su?cient,
but for target identiﬁcation, additional knowledge of the imaged target’s relative
power is important. Therefore a joint DOA and relative target power algorithm
was proposed, which in the case of a linear array is equivalent to joint squint
angle and relative target power estimation.
Simulation studies show that for the case where range lines of data are used,
the estimated parameters vary depending on the range line index, p. In addition,
the use of a single range line index may not be su?cient. It was shown that
by using a block of range lines, improved joint azimuth and elevation estimates
could be obtained. However, when choosing the size of the range line block, range
migration e?ects across range lines must be taken into account. Then it was shown
that joint parameter estimation could also be applied to a ROI of focused SAR
data. As will be described in Section 5.3, this can be utilised for enhancement of
target responses within the ROI. Simulation studies also show that joint squint
angle and relative power of an imaged target can also be estimated using range
lines. It was also noted that this has potential for region enhancement of a ROI
of SAR image if combined with a joint azimuth and elevation estimation and will
be described in Section 5.3.
Chapter 5
Proposed Algorithms for SIMO
SAR Systems Enhancement
The proposed algorithms described in Chapters 3 and 4 form the framework for
the following three processing techniques:
1. Sidelobe suppression in the slant range direction
2. Sidelobe suppression in the slant range direction and undersampling
reconstruction
3. Region enhancement using DOA estimation with power preservation
where the aim is to demonstrate the application of the proposed algorithms using
array processing techniques with SAR imaging.
5.1 Sidelobe Suppression in Slant Range Direction
In Section 4.2, an algorithm for round trip delay estimation was proposed, where
the traditional matched ﬁlter was combined with subspace partitioning. The
required cost function was presented in both cases when processing is performed
in range time or in range frequency. In SAR image formation algorithms the
received raw data is transformed such that its slant range samples are in the range
frequency domain, where the cross-range samples are either in the time domain
or in the Doppler frequency domain, and range compression is performed.
The proposed algorithm can be incorporated into SAR image formation algorithms
by replacing the range compression stage with Equation 5.1 applied to the kth
beamformer’s received data for all tp, with p = 1, 2, ..., Np.
F?1col
?
Fcol
?
P?
C? ,kyk [tp]
?
? Fcol (m?L)
?
(5.1)
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where
?
????????????????
????????????????
Fcol (A) = Fourier transform performed down each
column of matrix A.
F?1col (A) = Inverse Fourier transform performed down
each column of the matrix A.
mL = Reference chirp signal of length T seconds,
sampled at Fs and zero padded with
(L? TFs) samples.
y
k
[tp] = The pth column of matrix Yk [tp].
with P?
C? ,k
deﬁned in Equation 4.9.
This has the e?ect of performing range compression and sidelobe suppression
of the impulse responses ofMd targets of interest in the range direction. Note that
allK sets of received data cannot be simply combined in the way the cost function
is calculated in Equation 4.11. This is especially in the case when a sparse array
of K beamformers is used and when the received data is undersampled. In order
to combine all K sets of received data, the superresolution beamformer proposed
in Section 3.2 can be utilised as will be seen in Section 5.2.
Algorithm Summary
1. Perform all processing steps of the image formation algorithm of choice up
to range compression.
2. Ensure the range samples of the processed data are in the range frequency
domain and apply Equation 5.1.
3. Continue with any further steps in the image formation algorithm of choice
from range compression onwards to form a single focused image.
In order to demonstrate the use of subspace partitioning for sidelobe suppression
in the slant range direction with the SAR image formation algorithm of choice,
the CS algorithm, the following SAR system parameter and target parameters
are used.
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Table 5.1: Simulation parameters for sidelobe suppression in the slant range
direction.
h Altitude 10.0 km
B Bandwidth 100.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.4 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwith 443.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 34.2 km
Lpath Flight path length 954.0 m
Rn Near slant range 25.6 km
Vs Platform velocity 250.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 600.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 120.0 MHz
Table 5.2: Imaged target parameters for sidelobe suppression in the slant range
direction.
Target Ro,m (m) rm,x (m)
1 25673 30
2 25613 10
3 25693 100
4 25793 15
Figure 5.1 shows the focused image of the raw data from a single receive
beamformer after applying the CS algorithm. By comparing Figure 5.1 with
Figure 5.2, where additional subspace partitioning has been applied, it can be
seen that there is sidelobe suppression of all four targets in the slant range
direction where the four imaged targets are located at the following slant range
and cross-range image samples.
Table 5.3: Imaged targets’ slant range and cross-range image sample locations.
Target Number Slant range image sample Cross-range image sample
1 65 72
2 17 24
3 81 240
4 161 36
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Figure 5.1: Focused image of raw data from a single receiver beamformer.
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Figure 5.2: Focused image after incorporating subspace partitioning in the slant
range direction with the range compression stage of the CS algorithm.
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In order to show the improvement in the slant range direction due to sidelobe
suppression, the response of target 1 will be used. Figure 5.3 shows a cross-range
cut across target 1 after complete image formation, where the plot on the left is
formed when only matched ﬁltering is applied during image formation and the
plot on the right includes additional subspace partitioning. It can be seen that
after complete processing, target C, which is hidden below the sidelobe of target
A, is clearly visible when subspace partitioning is integrated with slant range
matched ﬁltering.
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Figure 5.3: Log cross-range cuts at target 1: a) after image formation using the
CS algorithm, b) after image formation using the CS algorithm with additional
subspace partitioning in the slant range direction.
where
?
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?????
A corresponds to target 1
B corresponds to target 2
C corresponds to target 3
D corresponds to target 4
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5.2 Sidelobe Suppression with Undersampling
Reconstruction
In this section the use of subspace partitioning in the slant range direction for
sidelobe suppression described in Section 5.1 will be performed on K = 2 sets
of undersampled data, and then combined using the proposed superresolution
beamformer in Section 3.2 by incorporating both algorithms with the image
formation algorithm of choice, the CS algorithm.
Algorithm Summary
1. Perform all processing steps of the image formation algorithm of choice up
to range compression on all K sets of received data: Y [1] Y [2] , ...,Y [K].
2. Ensure the range samples of the processed data are in the range frequency
domain and apply Equation 5.1.
3. Ensure the cross-range samples of the processed data are in the Doppler
frequency domain. In the case where a sparse array of K beamformers
is used, apply additional compensation to ensure that the range histories
of the same target between the K sets of received data are approximately
equal using Equation 3.25.
4. Identify the range of frequencies within allK subbands using Equation 3.10.
5. Identify the centre Doppler frequency of all K subbands using Equation
3.10, and for the desired subband form the manifold vector, Sd (fd) for
the desired Doppler frequency, which is assumed to be the centre Doppler
frequency of the desired band.
6. For the formation of a wide null, identify the ambiguous Doppler frequencies
to be suppressed, where for the kth receiver’s data, the ambiguous Doppler
frequency ranges are calculated from Equation 3.10 for i ?= k. Form the
(K × 1) manifold vector SI,b (fd) for each wide null and ﬁnd the ? I most
signiﬁcant eigenvalues, EI,b, from the matrix QI using Equation 3.15 and
form the matrix SI using Equation 3.20.
7. Form the (K × 1) weight vector wk, for k = 1, 2, ..., K using Equation 3.21
and if required, apply the extra phase terms to take into account sparse
arrays using Equation 3.24.
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8. Apply the calculated weights, w1, w2,..., wK , toXconcat formed using Equation
3.23, to obtain the reconstructed data using Equation 3.22.
9. Continue with any further steps in the image formation algorithm of choice
from range compression onwards to form a single focused image with reduced
cross-range ambiguities.
In order to demonstrate the use of subspace partitioning for sidelobe suppression
in the slant range direction and the reconstruction of K sets of undersampled
raw data with SAR image formation algorithms, the SAR system and target
parameters given in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 are used, with K = 2.
Table 5.4: Simulation parameters for sidelobe suppression in the slant range
direction and undersampled reconstruction.
h Altitude 10.0 km
B Bandwidth 100.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.4 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwidth 433.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 34.2 km
Lsyn Synthetic aperture length 954.0 m
Rn Near slant range 25.6 km
Vs Platform velocity 250.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 300.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 120.0 MHz
?i,min Minimum incident angle 67.0 o
?i,max Maximum incident angle 73.0 o
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Table 5.5: Imaged targets’ parameters and slant range and cross-range image
sample locations in both images from undersampled data and from reconstructed
data.
Target 1 Target 2 Target 3 Target 4
rm,x (m) 30 10 100 150
Ro,m (m) 25673 25613 25693 25793
In image from undersampled data
Expected slant range image sample 65 17 81 161
Expected cross-range image sample 36 12 120 180
In image from reconstructed data
Expected slant range image sample 65 17 81 161
Expected cross-range image sample 72 24 240 360
Figure 5.4 shows the focused image of the raw data received by beamformer
1, and although only four targets were imaged, due to the undersampling in the
cross-range direction, ambiguous returns are clearly visible in the image.
After only applying subspace partitioning during range matched ﬁltering,
Figure 5.5 is obtained, from which it can be seen that slant range sidelobe
suppression has been achieved. However, as undersampling reconstruction using
the proposed superresolution beamformer has not yet been applied, there are still
ambiguous returns.
With reference to Figure 5.6, by additionally applying the superresolution
beamformer for reconstruction of theK sets of undersampled data, the ambiguous
returns in the cross-range direction have been suppressed.
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Figure 5.4: Focused image formed from raw data received by beamformer 1.
Focused image after subspace partitioning in the slant range direction
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Figure 5.5: Focused image formed from raw data received by beamformer 1 with
additional subspace partitioning in the slant range direction.
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Focused image after subspace partitioning in the slant range direction
and beamforming in the cross-range direction
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Figure 5.6: Focused image formed from the reconstruction of K = 2 sets
of undersampled SAR data using the superresolution beamformer and with
additional subspace partitioning in the slant range direction.
By forming cross-range cuts of the focused image, it can be seen in Figure
5.7 that targets hidden below the sidelobe level when only matched ﬁltering is
applied during image formation are visible, where the plot on the left is formed
when only matched ﬁltering is applied during image formation and the plot on
the right includes additional subspace partitioning.
By forming the log slant range cuts shown in Figure 5.8, where the plot on the
left is from the image formed from undersampled data received by beamformer 1
and the plot on the right includes is from reconstructed data as well as subspace
partitioning, it can be seen that ambiguity suppression has been achieved and
the peak-to-ambiguity ratio is increased after reconstruction.
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Figure 5.7: Log cross-range cuts at target 1: a) after image formation using
the CS algorithm, b) after image formation using the CS algorithm with
additional subspace partitioning in the slant range direction and undersampling
reconstruction.
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Figure 5.8: Log cross-range cuts at target 1: a) after image formation using the
CS algorithm on undersampled data received by beamformer 1, b) after image
formation using the CS algorithm with additional subspace partitioning in the
slant range direction and undersampling reconstruction.
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5.3 Region Enhancement using DOA estimation
with Power Preservation
As mentioned in Chapter 4, in general the use of MUSIC on SAR data is not
suitable for imaging due to its whitening of the clutter eigenvalues and its response
of the imaged targets not corresponding to the true target power. However, due
to its superresolution properties, MUSIC can be used for enhanced resolution of
SAR images. By combining a 2D MUSIC algorithm for joint (?m,?m) estimation
with a 1D target power estimation, an enhanced 3D plot of the imaged targets
within a ROI can be obtained. The x and y axis will be in azimuth angle and
elevation angle and the z axis will be in relative target power, which can be
related back to a 3D plot of the ROI of a SAR image, where the azimuth angle
and elevation angle axes can be converted to range (slant range or ground range)
and cross-range.
Algorithm Summary
1. Apply the image formation of choice on Y to form a single SAR image.
2. Extract the ROI that contains the target(s) whose parameters are to be
estimated.
3. Form the covariance matrix Rfb using Equation 4.18.
4. For joint (?m,?m) estimation, perform a 2D search over the range of ?m and
?m using the cost function in Equation 4.21.
5. Substitute the estimated (?m,?m) values into the cost function in Equation
4.22 and perform a 1D search over all values of ?2s.
6. Combine the MUSIC spectrum in step 4 with the estimated relative target
power(s).
In order to demonstrate this algorithm, the SAR system parameters given
in Table 5.6 are used, with K = 1. As the aim is to demonstrate the power
preservation property of the algorithm applied to joint azimuth and elevation
estimation, a single target is chosen in the following example with parameters
given in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.6: Simulation parameters region enhancement with relative target
preservation.
h Altitude 10.0 km
B Bandwidth 100.0 MHz
Fc Carrier frequency 9.4 GHz
T Chirp length 10.0 ?s
Bd Doppler bandwidth 433.0 Hz
Rf Far slant range 34.2 km
Lsyn Synthetic aperture length 954.0 m
Rn Near slant range 25.6 km
Vs Platform velocity 250.0 ms?1
Fr Pulse Repetition Frequency 300.0 Hz
Fs Sampling frequency 120.0 MHz
?i,min Minimum incident angle 67.0 o
?i,max Maximum incident angle 73.0 o
Table 5.7: Imaged target parameters for region enhancement with power
preservation
Target 1
rm,x (m) 10.00
?m (m) 25613.00
?m (o) 22.98
?m (o) 89.98
Firstly, a ROI from a focused image is obtained. In this simulation the ROI
contains a single target. The relative target peak power within this ROI is shown
in Figure 5.9.
By performing joint azimuth and elevation estimation, Figure 5.10 is obtained,
where it can be seen that the target response peak value does not correspond to
the actual relative target peak power within the ROI.
Using Equation 4.22 with the estimated azimuth and elevation angles, the
relative power of the target in the ROI is estimated.
By combining the results obtained in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, a plot of a joint
azimuth and elevation estimate of the target with power preservation can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.9: Surface plot of ROI containing a single target.
Figure 5.10: Joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation surface plot using a
ROI of focused data.
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Figure 5.11: Relative power estimate of imaged target in the ROI.
Figure 5.12: Joint azimuth and elevation estimation surface plot with correct
power estimate using a ROI.
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In order to convert the estimated azimuth and elevation angles into slant range
and cross-range image samples, apply the following steps:
1 Find ?m ?m = hsin(?m)
2 Find rm,y1 rm,y = ?m cos ?m cos?m
3 Find Ro,m Rn + rm,y
4 Find rm,x
?
?2m ?R2o,m
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the application of the proposed algorithms in Chapters 3 and 4
were applied to designed SIMO SAR systems for the formation of three processing
techniques. Firstly, the use of subspace partitioning with a matched ﬁlter given
in Section 4.2 for round trip delay estimation was used for sidelobe suppression in
the slant range direction by replacing the range compression stage in the image
formation algorithm of choice (the CS algorithm). The processing was extended
to include the combination ofK = 2 sets of undersampled (L×Np) data using the
superresolution beamformer proposed in Section 3.2, resulting in an improvement
in the target IRF in both the slant range and cross-range directions. Then on
a focused image, a ROI was extracted and joint azimuth and elevation angle
estimation was performed. By substituting the estimated values into Equation
4.22, the relative target power could be estimated. By combining the power
estimate with joint azimuth and elevation angle estimation, a 3D surface plot
or 2D contour plot with a one to one mapping with the focused SAR image,
within a ROI, for region enhancement using MUSIC with relative target power
preservation can be obtained.
1 where this is Ro,m ?Rn but can be converted to ground range coordinates by calculating?
(Rn + rm,x)2 ? h2.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has been concerned with application of array processing techniques
to the area of SIMO SAR systems. Both the ﬁelds of parameter estimation
and target imaging have been studied using array processing techniques and
concepts. In order to provide a framework for the modelling of the received
signals in SIMO SAR systems, mathematical models for both SISO and SIMO
SAR systems using array processing notation was given in Chapter 2. Using the
mathematical modelling, algorithms and techniques applied to SAR imaging and
target parameter estimation was also investigated.
6.1 Summary
In order to address the use of beamforming for the reconstruction of K sets of
undersampled data, in Chapter 3 the use of the steering vector beamformer in
the Doppler frequency domain was presented to suppress ambiguous frequencies.
A novel superresolution beamformer using subspace based approaches, capable
of forming wide nulls to suppress a range of ambiguous frequencies was then
proposed for signal reconstruction. An application for the use of this beamformer
is when undersampling occurs in the cross-range direction in order to image
a wide swath to meet application requirements but without a compromise in
cross-range resolution. The use of the proposed superresolution beamformer
allows suppression of a range of ambiguous frequencies for signal reconstruction
using a single (K × 1) weight vector, compared to the steering vector beamformer,
where a (K × 1) weight vector was required for each ambiguous frequency to be
suppressed.
Then the use of range lines of data for target parameter estimation was
presented in Chapter 4. By using range lines of data, a ’fast’ detection and
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estimation of the imaged targets with respect to the SIMO SAR’s location in
space during the receiving of the used range lines for estimation can be achieved.
The traditional matched ﬁlter with subspace partitioning was proposed for round
trip delay estimation, where processing was applied in the frequency domain. A
2D MUSIC algorithm for the joint estimation of the azimuth and elevation angles
of imaged targets using a block range lines of data was then presented, where it
was shown that by using a block of Nrl range lines of data, improved estimates
can be obtained. However, the range history of the imaged targets during data
collection are represented by a parabola in monostatic systems and the sum of two
parabolas called the double square-root term in bistatic systems [30]. Therefore
care must be taken in the choice of Nrl such that each block of range lines used
for estimation does not contain signiﬁcant range migration e?ects. Additionally,
a joint relative target power and DOA estimation algorithm using range line data
was investigated. The concept of using MUSIC for target parameter estimation
was extended for the use on a ROI of a focused SAR image, which provided a
prerequisite for the two-step region enhancement algorithm in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 5, the proposed algorithms were combined to form a framework
for three processing techniques. The ﬁrst was for sidelobe suppression in the
slant range direction using subspace partitioning, introduced in Section 4.2 for
round trip delay estimation. This was then combined with the reconstruction of
undersampled data using the superresolution beamformer in Chapter 3. In order
to address the unsuitability of the use of MUSIC for imaging purposes, a two-step
region enhanced algorithm using MUSIC for joint DOA estimation and relative
power was proposed to produce a target response whose peak corresponded to
the actual relative target power.
6.2 List of Contributions
The contributions given in this thesis are as follows:
1. Applied array processing notation and concepts to the mathematical modelling
of SISO and SIMO SAR systems.
2. Developed a superresolution beamformer in the Doppler frequency domain,
capable of forming wide nulls using subspace based approaches
(a) applied to SIMO SAR systems for the suppression of ambiguous Doppler
frequencies inK sets of (L×Np) undersampled data for the formation
of a single (L×Np) set of unambiguous data in collocated arrays.
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(b) applied to SIMO SAR systems for the suppression of ambiguous Doppler
frequencies inK sets of (L×Np) undersampled data for the formation
of a single (L×Np) set of unambiguous data in sparse arrays.
These were combined with the SAR image formation algorithm, Chirp
Scaling, to produce a single focused image with reduced cross-range ambiguities
from K sets of (L×Np) undersampled data.
3. Extended the use of subspace partitioning with the traditional matched
ﬁlter in the time domain to the frequency domain
(a) for enhanced round trip delay estimation of imaged scatterers, using
range sample space-time snapshots (range lines), exploiting the physical
array of K beamformers.
(b) for improved sidelobe suppression in SAR images, applied in the frequency
domain for reduced computation complexity and allowing a seamless
integration with SAR imaging algorithms.
4. Developed a 2D MUSIC algorithm for joint azimuth and elevation angle
estimation, where plane wave propagation occurs, in SIMO SAR systems
(a) using range sample space-time snapshots (range lines), exploiting the
physical array of K beamformers.
(b) using subsets of data formed from a ROI of a focused SAR image.
5. Developed a 2DMUSIC algorithm for joint DOA and relative power estimation
for SIMO SAR systems
(a) using range sample space-time snapshots (range lines), exploiting the
physical array of K beamformers.
(b) using subsets of data formed from a ROI of a focused SAR image.
6. Developed a processing technique combined with image formation for sidelobe
suppression in the slant range direction using subspace partitioning.
7. Developed a processing technique combined with image formation for both
sidelobe suppression in the slant range direction using subspace partitioning
and ambiguity suppression in the cross-range direction using K sets of
(L×Np) undersampled data.
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8. Developed a two-step algorithm: ﬁrstly the 2D MUSIC algorithm for the
joint estimation of parameters in both the slant range and cross-range
directions, which is proportionally related to the location of the targets
in a SAR image is performed. But the 2D MUSIC response powers do
not correspond to the target’s power. By introducing a second 1D MUSIC
algorithm, the relative power of targets within a ROI can be estimated and
combined with the 2D MUSIC response.
This allows enhancement of SAR images within a ROI usingMUSIC algorithms
with target power preservation.
9. Development of a complete set of tools with GUI for the design of SIMO
SAR systems (Example screenshots of which are shown in the Appendix).
10. Development of a full set of simulation tools with GUI for the implementation
of the proposed algorithms, image formation and image analysis. (Example
screenshots of which are shown in the Appendix).
6.3 Future Work
The aim of this thesis has been the application of array processing techniques to
SIMO SAR systems, whereby both the ﬁelds of parameter estimation and target
imaging have been studied. The techniques presented in this thesis provide a
framework for the application of array processing techniques to SIMO SAR, which
can be extended to several other applications. Examples include:
• The use of MIMO SAR systems: A review of MIMO SAR systems is
presented in [83] and [84] and one area that is an extension from SIMO SAR
systems is the design of the transmitted signals. In general SAR systems use
chirp signals for transmission. There is the so-called ‘orthogonality problem’
with MIMO SAR systems, as the transmitted signals need to be designed
such that they can be separated at the multiple receivers. Depending on the
chirp rate, given byKsr = BT , either upchirps (Ksr is positive) or downchirps
(Ksr is negative) can be utilised to form two orthogonal signals. However
in cases where the number of transmit beamformers is greater than 2 the
use of chirp signals may not be suitable. Examples of other possible signals
include OFDM signals. Developed algorithms for such systems can be found
in [85] and [86]. From an array processing point of view a MIMO system
can be represented by a virtual SIMO system and therefore the developed
algorithms for SIMO SAR systems can be extended to MIMO systems [16].
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• Applications toMoving Target Indication (MTI) including tracking
[87]: By being able to detect targets and estimate their parameters, this
scheme can be extended to cover the tracking and parameter estimation of
moving targets [88][89], for example in maritime surveillance [90].
• Application to ship detection and wake wave imaging: Due to the
motion of the SAR, the detected location of imaged ships are often shifted
from their true position. However, the Doppler shift of their wakes are less
signiﬁcant and can be used to assist the estimation the ship’s parameters,
including its bearing and speed [91]. In order to achieve this, both the
areas of wake wave imaging and ship detection will need to be investigated.
Useful reviews of such techniques can be found in [92][93][94].
• Cross-range parameter estimation: Two important parameters in the
cross-range direction in SAR processing is the Doppler centroid frequency
and Doppler frequency rate, which a?ect the processing performance of
the applied image formation algorithms. Although these parameters can
be calculated from the designed SAR parameters, they depend on the
height and orbit of the SAR system during imaging and therefore may
vary from expected values [95]. However, by estimating these parameters
from received data [96] and then applying to image formation algorithms,
improved performance is expected. With Doppler centroid estimation, both
estimation in the frequency and time domains can be used, with examples
given in [95]. However a Doppler centroid estimate usually consists of
two parts. These are termed the baseband Doppler centroid and Doppler
ambiguity [97] and often require two di?erent estimators. In terms of
Doppler ambiguity estimation, the Multilook Beat Frequency (MLBF) is
commonly used [98], with improvements given in [97]. Doppler frequency
rate estimation leads to the area of Autofocus. Algorithms for both Doppler
centroid frequency and Doppler frequency rate have been proposed in the
literature for SIMO SAR, in particular High ResolutionWide Swath (HRWS)
SAR [99] and bistatic SAR [100] respectively. Also there are algorithms
that allow joint cross-range parameter estimation, for example using the
Modiﬁed Discrete Chirp-Fourier transform [101] extended from the Discrete
Chirp-Fourier Transform [102]. In order to develop cross-range parameter
estimation, image formation techniques for squinted SAR systems would be
of interest.
Appendix
A suite of MATLAB tools have been developed for the design and evaluation of
di?erent SAR models and simulation parameters. Examples of these GUIs are as
follows:
1. GUI for the designing of the SAR system parameters as well as the plotting
of the timing diagram (diamond diagram) for swath design.
2. GUI for plotting the beampatterns of the designed SIMO SAR system
3. GUI for selecting target parameters and ﬂight path length.
4. Raw data generation.
5. Image formation using the Chirp Scaling algorithm.
6. Image analysis for extracting cross-range and slant-range cuts.
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Figure 6.2: GUI for beampattern plotting.
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